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LAW OF ENRICHMENT 

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE GERMAN AND SOUTH AFRICAN LEGAL SYSTEM 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important questions in S.A. law of enrichment is whether it re

cognizes a general enrichment action or not. Before the case Nortje en 'n ander 

v. Pool had been decided in 19661 ) , the predominant view of S .A. writers 

was that s.A. law had developed a general enrichment action, which could be used 

in those cases of unjustified enrichment not covered by the old actions2 >. 
Court decisions in this respect were not uniform, and though in many cases the 

existence of a general enrichment action was denied3 >, other cases4 > 

showed a clear recognition of the existence of a general enrichment action. 

'J.'he view thats.A. law had taken the step of recognizing a general enrichment 

action was based on a number of extensions of the scope of application of the 

.old actions of Roman and Roman-Dutch law5 >. 

'1'he development received a sharp set-back in the case of Nortje en 'n ander v. 

Poo16 > in which the Appeal Court unequivocally declared thats.A. law did 

not recogni.ze a general enrichment action 7 >. 'l'his decision has led to tren

chant criticism. •1f the view in Nortje's case be correct we have, with auch re

spect, reached the end of the development of the principle of unjust enrichment. 

A principle vibrant with life and struggling for growth would then be locked for 

ever in tight compartments, a prisoner of the past. Such a view bodes ill for 

the future, for it craaps development in what truly is and surely ought to be an 

area of significant advance. We cannot thus cry halt at one of the vital fron

tiers of our law•8 ). De voe9 ), the most important authority on modern 

S.A. law of enrichment, criticized this decision, because it allowed only ad hoc 

extensions of enrichment liability in suitable cases, and the law in this regard 

now suffers from a great measure of uncertainty, because •oie vraag sou nog 

steeds bly of 'n aksie toegestaan sou word onder omstandighede wat sig nog niE 

vooxheen voorgedoen het nie. "9t respek, skep die nie juis daardie toestand van 

onsekerlleid waarteen appelregter Botha wou waak nie?• 
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De Vos is of the opinion that the majority judgment in Nortje en 'n ander v. 

Pool is incorrect because S.A. law had, in fact, advanced to the stage where a 

general enrichment action was recognized. Furthermore, he believes that a aodern 

legal system needs a general enrichment action, in support of this he refers to 

the aany modern systems which recognize such an action, among others the German 

BGB10 >. The solution favoured by De Vos is legislation on the pattern of 

the German Code. 11 > These statements convey the impression that the German 

law of enrichment is an ideally structured part of the law based on a single 

comprehensive general principle. Bovever, the predominant view among German 

writers is that the law of enrichaent is one of the aost impenetrable spheres of 

law, very complex and lllOst obscure due to a distinction between different types 

of condictiones12 >. Further.ore, if one bears in aind that both systems 

find their roots in Roman law13 >, it would indeed be surprising if these 

two Romanistic legal systeas had developed so differently that the one 

recognized a general enrichaent action whereas the other did not. 

'!he purpose of this thesis is to coapare the S.A. law of enrichment with the 

German BGB, to answer the question whether both aysteas are so similar that in 

both of them a general enrichment action could exist. Before this question can 

be answered in the affirmative, it has to be investigated whether, first of all, 

a basic structural similarity of these two Romanistic legal systeas exist and 

(secondly), whether the BGB recognizes a general enrichment action. 'l'he coapar

ison would .be fairly easy if one could say that at least the basic principles of 

each system were of a firmly developed and undisputed nature. But this is far 

froa truel Voluminous works have been written not only concerning the law of en

richment in general, but even concerning each specific eleaent of enrichment li

ability14>. I do not intend to add another coapendiua to this huge number. 

Hor do I intend to discuss the actio negotiorum gestorua. 'l'his thesis is aiaed 

at giving a short outline of both systems of unjustified enrichment, and elabor

ating basic principles of enrichment liability; thereafter the difference bet

ween the two systems will be highlighted by examples and, finally, special 

attention will be paid to the problea of a general enrichment action • 
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CHAPTER I: GERMAN LAW OF ENRICHMENT 

1 • General Survey 

Otherwise than in the law of delict1 > the German legislator did not lay 

down individual definitions of different aspects of enrichment liability, but 

established a general rule. According to 1812 par.1 sent.1 BGB •a person who 

acquires something without legal cause at the expense of another as a result of 

an act performed by the latter (•Leistung•, i.e. prestation) or in any other 

aanner, is bound to return it to him•. 'l'he legally binding admission of the ex

istence or nonexistence of a debt is also deemed to be an act of performance 

(1812 par.2 BGB). 

Despite this general rule German law of enrichment has developed a complex and 

intricate system of condictiones. '1'he starting point to this typology is given 

by the general rule itself, namely by its distinction between enrichment by 

transfer (prestation) (1812 par.1 sent.1 first alternative BGB) and enrich

aent arising otherwise (1812 par.1 sent.1 second alternative BGB). 

In 1812 par.1 sent.2 BGB the condictio ob causam finita• and the condictio 

causa data .causa non secuta are mentioned. '1'he condictio ob turpem vel iniustam 

causam is laid down in 1817 &;B. The following 11813-823 BGB expand 

this system, because they cannot be applied uniformly to the •enrichaent rule• 

but, according to their aeaning and purpose, only to special individual condic

tiones. So, for example, the exclusion of a condictio set up in 1814 &;Bon-

ly refers to a condictio based on enrichment by transfer, whereas the exclusion

rule of 1815 &;B can only be applied to the condictio causa data causa non 

secuta in 1812 par.1 sent.2 second alternative BGB. 11819 par.2, 820 

and 821 BGB, too, only refer to the condictio based on enrichment by transfer. 

Furthermore, 11989 ff BGB and 1951 BGB deal with important cases of 

unjustified enrichaent. In this respect the relationship between 8§999 

ff BGB and 1951 &;B as well as 11812 ff BGB is probleu.tic2 >. 

Finally one finds aany oross references in the BGB to the law of enrich-
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ment3 >. Already this short survey shows that in German law enrichment lia

bility is not solely covered by the general rule in 1812 BGB, but that the 

principle of unjustified enrichment runs througt. the whole of German law, and is 

dealt with at very different places in the German legal system. 

'the coexistence of the general rule of 1812 par.1 sent.1 BGB and the old 

condictiones shows that the codification of the BGB was, as far as the law of 

enrichment is concerned, a half-hearted attempt to aove away from the fragmenta

tion which prevailed in Roman law. 

Roman law tried to help a person regain his goods if some economic asset passed 

into the ownership of another without a legally recognized cause or ground, e.g. 

if somebody, believing that he owed something, paid what was in fact not owing. 

In this situation he could avail hiaelf of the rei vindicatio if he had remain

ed owner. However, if the recipient had become owner, special actions for recov

ery were needed which were based on the unjust retention of another's property. 

'J.'hese claims for adjustment were an original and significant Roman 
creation4). The Romans associated these claims with the •condictio• and since 

the condictio is the aodel of an actio stricti iuris, they kept these actions 

within narrow limits. 'J.'he condictio was a special remedy within the framework of 

the early Roman legis actio procedure, under the foraulary system of procedure 

the condictio was a strict civil actio in personam for certam pecuniam dari or 

aliaa certam rem dari. 'J.'he intentio of this actio was fraaed abstractly, that 

is, it did not state the source of the obligation. It therefore accommodated all 

cases of a civil obligation concerning a certum dare5 >, accordingly, it 

was the suitable action for 1111tuu11, literal contracts and stipulations, as well 

as in cases of theft, and it could also be employed in the cases of retention 

vi thout cause6 ). When in postclassical times the fonmlae fell away and the 

classical concept of an •actional law• broke down, the term •condictio• in its 

original broad and procedural sense was no longer aeaningful. Justinian followed 

the East Roman academic doctrine which was influenced by Christianity, in plac

ing the law of condictiones under the dominant principle of equity, particularly 

by emphasizing the rule of Pomponius: neminem CUil alterius detriaento fieri lo

cupletiorerr71. If the classical law conceived of the condictio as a unit 

because the two formulae (for certa pecunia and alia certa res) invariably re

mained the same in all their applications, the East Jlcaa.n school on the one hand 
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generalized the idea that unjustified shifts of assets have to be redressed, on 

the other han~, the relevant situations were further classified and the condic

tio (now as a term of substantive law) was split up into several independant 

clai111S: condictio indebiti, where per errorem a performance had been made which 

was not owing, condictio ob turpem vel iniustam causaa, where the purpose of the 

performance had been illegal or i11moral1 and condictio causa data causa non se

cuta, where a performance had been made in view of a specific result or occur

rence which later did not take place. Besides these, a condictio sine causa was 

recognized, overlapping to a large extent with the other condictiones, but also 

providing for various situations which were not already covered by the other 

claims8 >. 

'!'his scholastic systematization provided the basis for the treatment of the law 

of unjustified enrichment in the European Roman common law. In Germany as late 

as in 1887 the first commission for the preparation of a code in what has becoae 

known as the •first draft•9 > proposed a codification of these four specific 

types of condictiones plus a further condictio ob causam finitam10 >. At 

that tiae, however, the tides had already turned and a general enrichment action 

was in the air. Windscheid, who had been a aeaber of this first commission until 

1883 and who had worked out an alternative draft11 >, had conceived the five 

condictiones merely as specific expressions of his •voraussetzungstheorie• (pre

supposition-doctrine) 12 ). But it had been Friedrich-earl von Savigny who in 

the 5th volume of his great work •system des heutigen Romischen Rechts•13 > 

had conceived with great lucidity the idea of a basic, unifora principle to 

which all the different condictiones could be reduced. The true basis of all 

condictiones, Savigny said, consists in claiming back something derived froa the 

estate of someone else, as common feature of all condictiones he perceived the 

enlargement of one estate through diminution of another either without legal 

cause from the beginning or without legal cause any longer14 >. Under the 

influence of Savigny and the - by then - prevailing opinion among legal 

writers15 >, the second commission for the draft of the BGB finally decided 

to adopt a general enrichment action into the codification. However, the BGB 

did not entirely move away from the old condictiones, but still specifically 

mentioned them. 
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2. Unjustified Enrichment Pursuant to •Leistung• (Enrichment by-Transfer Claim) 

a. I 812 par.1 sent.1 first Alternative BGB 

1812 par.1 sent.1 first alternative BGB in general covers cases in which a 

shift of assets has occurred without a valid causa. 'l.'his happens, for example, 

if the •verpflichtungsgeschaft• (i.e. the underlying obligatory transaction pro

viding the basis for the shift of assets) was invalid, or if an obligation is 

discharged which was in fact not due. This rule, therefore, deals with cases 

which were covered by the condictio indebiti of Roaan Law. 'l.'he enrichaent-by

transfer claia is applicable even in the case where the •verpflichtungsgeschaft• 

as well as the •verfugungsgeschaft• (i.e. the conveyance), are void, and the 

plaintiff could therefore recover his assets by aeans of the rei vindicatio as 

ve1116 >. The rei vindicatio and clai11& based on unjustified enrichment are 

not 11Utually exclusive, but can be applied interchangeably17 >. 'l.'his aight 

be of importance in certain cases, because the claims based on 1812 par.1 

aent.1 first alternative BGB are aimed at the recovery of the object obtained 

including fruits and surrogates, whereas by aeans of the vindicatio only the 

object obtained itself can be reclaimed. Furthermore, ·if the transferred thing 

has been lost, the rei vindicatio would often by useless, whereas in this case 

one can clai• compensation for the value by means of 11812 par.1 aent.1, 

818 par.2 BGB. 

'l!le discharge of an obligation affected by a defence which bars the enforcement 

of the claim permanently (•pereaptorische Einrede•) is placed on the saae foot

ing as the perfonaance that has been aade sine causa (1813 par.1 sent.1 

BGB). BOW'ever, the discharge of an obligation, which has prescribed (I 812 

par.1 sent.2 BiB), and the premature discharge of an obligation which was due at 

a later date (1813 par.2 B'.iB) are excluded from this category. It is not a 

prerequisite for the application of the enrichment-by-transfer claim that the 

creditor acted in error either of fact or of law. Only if the transferor~ 

that he was not obliged to do so, or if the performance was in compliance with a 

moral duty - such as providing for maintenance of relatives who were not legally 

entitled to claim maintenance18 ) - will ar. enrichment claim be excluded 

(1814 B'.iB). The onus in this respect rests on the debtor19 >. 
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1814 BGB is based on the idea that, if a person makes a performance to 

another perso.n knowing that he is not obliged to do so, this performance is 

similar to a donation and that this is the causa which excludes an enrichment 

action. Thus 1814 BGB has the character of being an exceptional rule to the 

general legal remedy of 1812 par.1 sent.1 first alternative BGB1 it does 

only apply if the debtor had positive knowledge of the legal situation20 >. 

b. I 812 par.1 sent.2 first alternative BGB: condictio ob causam finitam 

According to this rule the obligation to return what has been acquired, also ex

ists, if the legal cause for the transfer has subsequently disappeared. The 

reason for the lapse of the legal cause - for example rescission (1142 BGB), 

or the fulfil.llent of a resolutive condition, is i1111ateria121 • 

c. I 812 par.1 sent.2 second alternative BGB: condiction causa data causa 

non aecuta 

According to this rule the debtor is liable to return what he has received if 

the purpose for which the assets have been transferred cannot be achieved. '!'he 

parties aust have had a certain purpose (of a legal or factual nature) in mind, 

which has, however, failed. 'l'hus the condictio causa data causa non secuta lies 

where soaething has been perforaed not pursuant to an already existing obliga

tion but in order to induce the recipient to a certain conduct (either in the 

fora of a legal transaction or some factual act). A typical example is the case 

where a housemaid renders services for a considerable period of tiae and is re

aunerated only by board, accommodation and pocket aoney, because she assumed she 

would becoae heir, which, in the end, she did not become. In this case there ex

ists a valid contract of services, so that one could get, prima facie, the ia

pression that no enrichment action is applicable. '!'he dominant opinion in Geraan 

law, however, considers that only that portion of the services which is equiva

lent to board, accommodation and pocket money is covered by this contract of 

services. The rest of the services are performed sine causa, and therefore a 

condictio causa data causa non secuta can be applied22 • Due to 1815 BGB 

the right to demand return is barred where the attainment of.the purpose was im

possible ab initio, and the person performing was aware of this fact, or where 

the person performing has prevented the occurrence of the result aala fide. !bus 

1815 BGB and §814 BGB are comparable rules. 
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d. 1817 !l;B: condictio ob turpem vel iniustam causam 

If the purpose of an act of performance was such that by accepting it the recip

ient violated a legal prohibition, or offended public morals, then the recipient 

is bound to make restitution (1817 aent.1 BGB). However, the scope of appli

cation of this rule is fairly restricted, because illegality and illlDlorality will 

normally invalidate the obligatory contract23 >, so that 1812 par.1 

sent.1 first alternative a;s can be applied, unless this rule is excluded due to 

1814 a;s. The predominant opinion among German lawyers14 > is that 

1817 sent.1 a;s has its own scope of application though only a very limited 

one. Usually the bribery of public officers (1331 StGB) is given as example, 

in this case the predominant opinion argues that there is an offence of public 

aorals in the sense of 1817 sent.1 BGB, but the obligatory contract is 

nevertheless valid, thereby excluding an enrichment-by-transfer claim (1812 

par.1 sent.1 !l;B). However, a very strong opinion among German lawyers25 > 

denies the validity of the •verpflichtungsgeschaft• in these cases and thus ad

vocates the view that 1817 sent.1 BGB is aeaningless, because its entire 

scope of application is covered by 1812 par.1 sent.1 BGB. 

According to 1817 sent.2 !l;B the recovery is excluded if the transferor, 

too, has collllitted an offence as described in 1817 sent.1 BGB, if, in other 

words, he hi•elf, by aaking that perforaa.nce, violated a legal prohibition or 

contravened public aorals. 'ftlis rule is one of the aost controversial in the 

entire law of enrichaent26 >. '.l'he BGB, in a aost surprising statement, con-

tends that this rule intentionally disregards justice (a;H 8, 348 (373) ). Above 

all function and justification of the legal policy pursued by this rule are dis

puted, in connection herewith there is a conflict of opinion whether 1817 

sent.2 !l;B is a rule only referring to the law of enrichment, or whether it is a 

general principle which is applicable to other claims, as well (for example the 

rei vindicatio, delictual claims or claims for the reimbursement of expen-

ses )27 >. 

However, it is accepted that 6817 sent.2 BGB does not only refer to §817 

sent.1 a;s, but to all types of enrichaent-by-transfer claims 28 ). The rea-

son for this extenaion is the very limited scope of application (if t.here is one 

at all) of 1817 sent.1 BGB. If one were to restrict the •in pari turpitu-

• 
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dine•-rule to the condictio ob turpem vel iniustam causam, one would for all 

practical pu:tposes eliainate it from the legal system29 >. 

Furthermore, contrary to its clear and unambiguous wording, 1817 sent.2 BGB 

has to be applied in cases of turpitudo solius dantis30• The practical 

effect of 1817 sent.2 BGB is that the person who has received something un-

der an illegal or illlloral contract aay keep it. It would seem to be utterly un

reasonable if only a recipient who had acted immorally himself were alloved to 

keep these assets whereaa the condictio against a blameless receiver would not 

be barred31 >. Finally the prevailing opinion requires in this respect not 

only an objective offence but awareness of the illegality or illlllorality32 >. 

3. Unjustified Enrichment Arising Otherwise 

Because of their diversity it is very difficult to give a positive definition of 

all types of condictiones which are included in what the BGB refers to as en

richment arising •in any other aanner•33 >. An initial characterization has 

to take place by aeans of a negative demarcation: a condictio based on enrich

aent arising otherwise lies where a person (naaely the debtor of the enrichment 

claia) has acquired an unjustified increase in assets at the expense of another 

person (the creditor of the enrichaent claim) without this increase resulting 

froa an_act of perforaance on the part of the creditor. 

B011radays, Geraan law distinguishes between the following types of condictiones 

based on enrichment arising otherwise, condictio based on interference (•Ein

griffskondiktion•), for clailling reiaburseaent of impensae ( •verwendungskondik

tion•) and based on fulfillment of soaebody else's debt ( •Ruckgriffskondik

tion• )34>. 

a. Condictio based on interference: 1812 par.1 sent.1 second alternative BGB 

'Ibis type of condictio is in fact the most important one concerning enrichment 

arising otherwiae35 >. Typical exaaples are cases where an unauthorized per-

son uses, or consumes, the thing of another person. The modern opinion in German 

law of enrich•nt considers the criterion as to wnether or not the er,richment 
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was unjustified, to be (not the unlawfulness of the act, but) the interference 

with the content of a right apropos the person who is entitled to the use of 

this right (i.e. an interference with the •zuweisungsgehalt•36 >. 

'ftlus a person is liable on the basis of a condictio based on interference, if he 

has acquired, by consuming or alienating somebody else's thing, its real value, 

or its (temporary) utility value by using the object, because in these cases the 

person appropriates something to his use which (according to the •zuweisungsge

hal t• ) is not due to hi• but to another person. 

Furthermore, the enrichment aust have been at the expense of the creditor of the 

enrichment claia. 'Ibis prerequisite is fulfilled if the acquired advantage was, 

according to the •zuweisungsgehalt• of whatever right was infringed, due to the 

creditor38 >. In this respect a specific detriment to the creditor's assets 

need not necessarily have occurred. It is sufficient that the advantage was due 

to him1 whether or not the creditor had·in fact aade use of this advantage or 

intended to do so is iaaaterial 39 >. 'l'hus the criterion of the infringeaent 

of this •zuweisungsgehalt• is of crucial iaportance to answer the questions 

whether or not the enrichment occurred •sine causa•, and at whose expense the 

enrichment accrued. Already at this stage I would like to mention that the cri

terion •at the expense• is aimed at determining who the creditor of the enrich

ment claia is40 >. 

b. II 816, 822 BGB 

1816, too, is a type of condictio based on interference41 >. If an un

authorized person disposes of somebody else's thing and this disposition is ef

fective as against the person having title, then the unauthorized person is li

able to surrender what he has acquired by the disposition (8816 par.1 sent.1 

BGH). Typical examples are cases where a non-owner alienates a thing and a third 

person acquires ownerhsip of this object in good faith42 >. In these cases 

the non-owner has obtained the real value of the thing by means of the unauthor

ised alienation not unlike the case where a person has consumed a thing belong

ing to another. 'l'hus it is guaranteed that the law of unjustified enrichment 

does not run counter to the system of bona fide acquisition of ownership. If the 

disposition is -de gratuitously the saae obligation is imposed upon the person 
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who acquires a legal advantage directly through the disposition (1816 par.1 

sent.2 1GB). 'lbus in this case the third person is debtor of the enrichment 

claim. The reason for this regulation is that the gratuitous bona fide acquisi

tion of ownership is less deserving of protection than the lucrative one 

is44). 

The question whether 1816 par.1 sent.2 !GB can be applied correspondingly to 

the case where an unauthorized person disposes of a thing without a legal basis 

is not answered uniformly. Consider the case where A buys a book from B which B 

does not own. Supposing that the contract of sale between A and Bis void, A 

nevertheless obtains bona fide ownership of the book. If here one were to allow 

the analogous application of 1816 par.1 sent.2 !GB then the (former) owner 

of the book could reclaim this book directly foa A45 >. However, this view 

is aostly rejected in the German literature, above all because A would be de

prived of possible defences46 >, he could, for example, not raise the fact 

not raise the fact that he has paid B the price for the book47 >. Consequ

ently Bis only granted an enrichment-by-transfer claim (1812 par.1 sent.1 

BGB), against A, and the owner is granted a condictio against B ( •zweikondiktio

nentheorie• )48 >. 

'J.'he acceptance of an act of performance is generally not regarded as a disposi

tion over the claia49 >. Thus the case where perforaance is aade to an un

authorized .person, and this act is effecti -ve as against the entitled per

son50 >, is not covered by 1816 par.1 sent.1 BGB. Therefore it had to be 

regulated in 1816 par.2 !GB -explicitly, because in this case, too, the reci

pient has acquired soaething which he was (neither) entitled to, nor was it due 

to hia according to the •zuweisungsgehalt• of the right in question. 

'J.'he regulation of 1822 !GB has to be seen in close connection with 1816 

1GB. If A bona fide but sine causa obtains the ownership of a thing which be

longed to B, then A is liable to return the enrichment. However, if A as the 

person who is now entitled in rem51 > transfers by another legal act the 

ownership gratuitously to C, then A is no longer enriched52 > and an enrich

aent claia of B against A must fail. In this case 1822 BGB states that B can 

reclaia the thing directly from c. Here again we find the reasoning that the 

interests of the (foraer) owner Bare 9i'9en preference to those of c, who has 
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obtained ownership of the thing gratuitously. 

c. Condictio for claiming reimbursement of expenses 

'the cases where aoaeone expends aoney, servic~s or :aaterial on things which he 

believes belong to him, or where aoaeone assigns erroneously his own instead of 

another's resources to an object are dealt with at different places in the BGB. 

In this regard claims based on :aanagement without aandate (•Geschaftsfuhrung 

ohne Auftrag•, 11677 ff BGB) coae into question53 >, a condictio 

based on enrichment arising otherwise (1812 par.1 sent.1 second alternative 

BGB) aay be applicable, furthermore 11994 ff BGB deal with compensation 

for expenditures, and finally one has to aention 1951 BGB. 'the main proble11& 

encountered are the relations of these rules to one another54 > as well as 

the question of unwanted enrichaent (•aufgedrangte Bereicherung•)55 >. 

Reimbursement of expenses according to I 812 IJ3B par.1 aent.1 BGB 

Here I would like to underline two iaporta.nt points: first of all the expenses 

incurred aust not be a aisdirected act of perforaance because in this case an 

enrichment-by-transfer claia is applicable, which excludes a condictio based on 

interference56 >, secondly, the law of enriobaent is not concerned with 

cases where a valid contractual basis ed.ata57 >. 

Compensation for incurred expenses based on 11994 ff BGB 

The claim for compensation based on 11994 ff BGB lies only if a so call-

ed owner-possessor relationship (•Bigentuaer-Beaitzer-Verhaltnis•) exists, i.e. 

if the original owner of an object has not been deprived of his right of owner

ship, and the actual possessor bas no right to keep the object58 >. 'the le-

gal purpose of this special regulation of the owner-possessor relationship is to 

protect the bona fide possessor59 >. In other words: the owner-possessor re

lationship is the recognition of the value of •possession•. I will have to coae 

back to this reasoning on several occasions60 >. Where an owner-possessor 

relationship exists, 11987 ff BGB (being the aore special regulations) 

basically displace 11812 ff ec;s61 >. 

' 
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The rule of 1951 BGB 

According to 1951 BGB a person who has sustained a loss of right by virtue 

of the rules relating to accessio, confusio, cOIIJlittio and specificatio 

(11946 - 950 BGB) is entitled to claim compensation pursuant to the pro-

visions concerning the return of unjust enrichment. This is a cross-reference to 

the condictio based on enrichment arising otherwise (1812 par.1 sent.1 

second alternative BGB) which aeans that coapensation can only be granted if all 

requirements of the condictio based on interference are fulfilled62 > - and 

if an enrichaent-by-transfer claim is not applicable63 >. 

However, according to the opinion of the BGB, a precondition for the applicabi

lity of 1951 BGB is that e.g. the acquisition of ovnership by virtue of 

accession etc. is based on outlays within an owner-possessor relationship, be

cause 11994 ff BGB are taken to establish an exclusive ruling and thus 

to displace 1951 BGB64 ). Yet, at the saae tiae, the BGH regards as •ex

penditures• in the sense of 11994 B:;B only such outlays which benefit 

the thing without changing its basic structure65 >. 'J.'he consequence of this 

opinion is that a person who builds a house on soaebody else's land is not en

titled to claim coapensation either on the basis of 11994 ff BGB (be-

cause the building of the house does not fall under this narrov concept of •ex

penditure•), or on the basis of 1951 BGB (because this rule is displaced by 

11995 ff BGB)66 >. 'J.'he reasoning behind this new is to protect the 

owner against clai• for compensation for iaproveaents, if he can aaterialize 

the value of these iaprovements only by alienating his property. 

d. Condictio Based on Fulfillment of Soaebody Else's Debt 

This type of condictio deals with cases where the creditor of the enrichment 

claim has released the debtor of the enrichment claim from an obligation towards 

a third person. However, the scope of application of this condictio if fairly 

restricted because the recourse is usually regulated~ rules concerning aanage

ment without mandate (88677 ff BGB) or by a special legal transfer of 

claim67 >. Therefore I will not enter into further discussion of this con-

dictio. 
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4. Extent of Liability 

a. Return of What has been obtained 

Basically the condictio is aimed at the return of what has been obtained 

(1812 par.1 sent.1 BGB). '!'his claia for restitution in kind (•Naturalresti

tution•) is the primary claia in the law of enrichment. If the debtor has ob

tained ownership, then be has to retransfer the ownership1 if he has gained (on

ly) possession, then he has to restore this possession68 >1 if a claim has 

been assigned to hi• sine causa, then he has to transfer this claim. 

One exception to this primary claim for restitution in kind is established by 

1951 par.1 sent.2 BGB. According to this rule, the creditor is not entitled 

to claim restitution in kind in the cases where the ownership has been acquired 

by virtue of accessio, committio, confusio or specificatio. 

However, no exception to the primary claim for restitution in kind is envisaged 

by the condictio based on 1816 par.1 sent.1 B3B: the claim is aiaed at the 

return of that which has been obtained by the disposition. Consequently if the 

enrichment-debtor alienated the object for a price less then its objective 

value, this influences the enrichment claia: the enrichaent creditor has to bear 

the risk of such •under-value-alienation•. '!his is aore or less the unanimous 

opinion in German law69 >. But the consequence of the contrary situation, 

naaely where the debtor obtains a profit by alienating the thing, is hotly 

debated70 >. The opinion which in this case liaits the claim for restitution 

to the objective (market-) value of the thing is aainly baaed on the arguaent 

that the profit is not due to the owner, according to the •zuveisungsgehalt• of 

the infringed CMnersbip1 also it is inequitable that the special skills and the 

efficiency of the debtor should benefit the creditor71 >. In ay opinion both 

arguments are inconclusive. 'llle first argument fails to appreciate that 

essentially the right to draw profits is one due to the owner, with reference to 

the second argument, one could hold without any doubt the opinion that the 

person who, on the one hand, has to bear the risk of an under-value-alienation 

ought to be entitled, on the other hand, to take advantage of a profitable 

alienation 72 ). 

"'· 
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b. Emoluments and substitutes 

According to 1818 par.1 BGB the obligation to return extends to emoluments 

derived, and to whatever the recipient acquires either by virtue of a right ob

tained by him, or as compensation for the destruction, damage or deprivation of 

the object obtained. Emoluments of a thing or a right are its direct (as well as 

indirect, i.e. resulting from a legal transaction73 >) fruits (199 BGB) 

and benefits arising from the utilization of the thing or right (1100 BGB). 

'Die debtor has to restore only such uses and benefits which he has in fact 

drawn. It is immaterial whether or not the enriched person has omitted to draw 

possible uses and benefits, on the other hand he has to restore even such uses 

and benefits which the creditor would not have drawn or would not have been able 

to draw74 >. However, this view is not accepted insofar as the uses and 

benefits result from the special skills and efficiency of the enriched person 

(for example: profits)75 >. But this distinction, in ay view, is as inappro

priate as it was in connection with 1816 par.1 sent.1 BGB76 >. 

•Acquired by virtue of a right• aeans that at which a right is aiaed. By virtue 

of a claim, for example the object of the act of perforaa.nce, by virtue of a 

lien, the proceeds derived from obtaining satisfaction from the lien. Coapen

sation for the destruction, damage or deprivation includes payments of insurance 

or any indemnifications from third persons. However, the proceeds derived from a 

legal trans·action ( •1ucrum ex negotiatione•) are not considered to be a substi

tute, here 1818 par.2 BGB provides coapensation for the value77 > of the 

enrichment. As far as cases are concerned where an 011J1er-possessor relation

ship78> exists, one has to distinguish basically between uses and benefits 

drawn before coamencement of legal proceedings in respect of the claia and those 

drawn post litem motam. Only the aala fide possessor (1990 par.1 BGB) and 

the gratuitous possessor (§988 BGB) have to restore uses and benefits drawn 

before pendency (litispendence) of the claim79 >.'Ble bona fide possessor is 

not liable in this regard (§993 par.1 BGB at the end). Uses and benefits 

drawn post litem motam have to be restored by all kinds of possessors (1987 

BGB). 

--, 
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c. Compensation for the value 

The debtor has to pay compensation for the value if restitution of what has been 

obtained is impossible, (1818 par.2 BGB), either on account of the nature of 

the object obtained, or for any other reason. Typical examples of impossibility 

due to the nature of the object of the performance are compensation for the 

value of services or for the use of a thing: in these cases the value obtained 

is the performed operation itself, or the actual use of the object, and not the 

indirect effect on the creditor's assets in the form of the completed work or 

saved expenses80 >. Furtheraore, 1818 par.2 BGB covers all those cases 

where the itea obtained is lost, for example by destruction or consumption. A 

hotly debated point is the basis on which the compensation for the value should 

be calculated81 >. Indeed this is a very important question not only for the 

practical consequences of an enrichaent action, but also regarding the doctrinal 

background to the law of enrichaent1 and it is of direct importance not only as 

far as 1818 par.2 BGB is concerned, but also where the problem of unwanted 

enrichaent arises. '!'he question is whether according to 1818 par.2 BGB com

pensation has to be paid for the objective aarket value of the obtained enrich

ment only, or whether the creditor can reclaim profits acquired by the debtor as 

well. The predominant opinion (at least in the past, but presumably still to

day)82> is that only the objective market value has to be compensated. '!'his 

value need not necessarily be equivalent to the actual enrichment of the debtor, 

it can be less or aore than this enrichaent. '!'he actual enrichment is only ia

portant insofar as 1818 par.3 BGB is concerned: according to this rule the 

debtor can raise the objection that his enrichaent has fallen away83 >. A 

aodern opinion84 > collbines 1818 par.2 BGB with 1818 par.3 BGB. 

According to this opinion the basis of the calculation of the compensation is 

not the objective market value of the thing, but its subjective value or its 

utility value from the debtor's point of view. 'nlus, if the debtor has obtained, 

by using the object, profits which surpass the objective value of the use, then 

he has to restore these profits as well. I agree with this opinion as regards 

its conclusion, but for different reasons, on which I will elaborate in the next 

chapter85 >. As far as the condictio for claiming reimbursement of expenses 

on the basis of 18994 ff BGB is concerned, one has to distinguish basi-

cally between the bona fide ~d the mala fide possessor86 >. The bona fide 

possessor is entitled to claia compensation for necessary expenditure and extra-

, ... - <i. 
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ordinary charges (11994 par.1 sent.2 BGB). For useful expenses 

he can claia.coapensation only if the real value is still enhanced (1996 

1GB). 'l'he mala fide possessor is only entitled to claim compensation for neces

sary expenses and necessary charges (11995 par.2, 683, 684 BGB)1 as for 

the rest, he is not entitled to claia compensation (1996 BGB). 'l'he rights of 

the possessor in this respect are firstly a right to remove the enrichaent 

(1997 1GB) (if possible) or a ius retentionis (11000 1GB), he can only 

bring an action for compensation if the owner has approved the expenditure, or 

if the owner has recovered the object ( 11001 BGB)87 >. 

d. Cessation of enrichment: 1818 par.3 BGB 

According to 1818 par.3 BGB the obligation to return or compensate for the 

value is excluded if the recipient is no longer enriched, i.e. if the debtor's 

enrichaent has fallen away. '!'his happens if what had been obtained has been des-' 

troyed without the debtor having acquired a claim for compensation, or if the 

debtor has consumed the thing vi thout having saved expenses which otherwhise he 

would have incurred. Correspondingly, the enrichaent is diminished if the object 

has been partiy consuaed. Whether or not there is cessation of enrichaent has to 

be deterained by a comparison of the assets as they would have appeared without 

the obtained advantage, and the actual assets88 >. 

Purt:heraore, the debtor can bring into account certain deductible ite•, for 

eJra11ple, costs of acquisition (such as freight charges, tariffs, taxes) or ex

penses incurred89 >. 'l'he courts have held that all expenses and even dam.gee 

aay be deducted if they are causally connected to the acquisition90 >. In 

addition to this causality, Geraan writers require that the debtor has relied on 

the fact that what he has acquired was to remain his91 >. To avoid unsatis

factory results caused by the liquidation of bilateral contracts, the courts ha

ve developed the so-called •saldotheorie • ( 'lbeory of balancing the claims ) , in 

contrast to the •zweikondiktionentheorie• ('lbeory of the two condictiones)92 ) 

Consider the case where A purchases a car from Band this contract of sale is 

voidr A pays the purchase price and obtains the car1 now the car is stolen from 

A. Xn this case (according to the •zweikondiktionentheorie") A could reclaim the 

purchase price from B by aeans of an enrichment-by-transfer claim (1812 par. 

1 sent.1 8GB). B could claia compensation for the value of the car (1818 
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pa.r.2 1GB), but in this respect A could rely on the defence that his enrichment 

bas fallen any (1818 par.3 BsB). !his inequitable result is avoided by the 

•saldotheorie• because, according~ this theory, the value of the car has to be 

deducted from A's enrichment claim. If in the example above the car was worth 

5,000 DM and the stipulated purchase price was 5,500 DM, then A can only reclaim 

500 DM. But the •saldotheorie• is subject to iaportant restrictions. For example 

the protection of ainors has precedence, the •saldotheorie• is not applicable if 

it is to the disadvantage of that party to a contract who has rescinded the 

contract because of fraudulent aisrepresentation, or where the debtor is not to 

blaae for the fact that it is impossible to return the thing93 >. 

In connection with 1818 par.3 BsB one has to aention the problem of unwanted 

enrichment ( •aufgedringte Bereicherung• ) • !his problea aay arise where a person 

ues his ovn resources for the preservation or iaproveaent of somebody else's 

thing, and now clai11S compensation by aeans of a •verwendungskondiktion•. In 

this case it aay be that the expenses incurred are not advantageous to the owner 

of the thing. If A paints the fence of B, but B intended to pull down this fence 

and replace it with a hedge, then B does not benefit by this iaprovement. A nua

ber of ways have been proposed to aolft this problea. First of all the debtor is 

CJl'&nted a right to require removal (on the basis of 11004 and 11823, 

249, and 251 par.2, BGB>, then he can ask the creditor to reaove that which he 

effected for the purposes of preservation or iaproveaent. 

But ftry often these re•dies will not help the debtor, because either the 

requireaents of 111004 and 823 BsB are not fulfilled (especially the 

fault-requireaent), or because it is impossible to take away what has been 

attached to the thing94 ). In this case the predoainant opinion in German 

law calculates the •enrichment• of the enrichaent-debtor not on the basis of the 

objective increase in value of the debtor's assets, but on the basis of the 

actual ad.vantage which the· debtor can draw from the preservation or improvement: 

with the consequence that in the exaaple above he would not be liable95 >. 

•• Increased liability 

According to 11819 par.1, 818 par.4 1GB, the person who was aware of the 

laolt of a legal basis at the aollellt of aoquisition (who was •ma1a fide•), is 
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liable under the general provisions96 >. In practice that aeans that this 

person is not entitled to bring the defence that his enrichment has fallen away. 

Furtheraore this defence is not applied post litem aotam ( 1818 par.4 BGB), 

or from the aoment when the recipient learns ex post facto of his lack of legal 

right, (1819 par.1 BGB). In this regard positive knowledge is 

necessary97 >. 

CHAPTER II: BASIC PRIRCIPLBS OF GERMAN LAW OF DRICHMEH'l' 

In this chapter I do not want to discuss the specific requireaents of each con

dictio, such as that a perforaa.nce has to be aade •sine causa•, or that the en

richment has to be •at the expenses of• the creditor. I would rather like to 

elaborate on typical features of enrichment liability which are co-on to all 

condictiones, and thus elucidate the nature of the law of enrichaent in general. 

Of course, these basic principles cannot be seen separately froa the specific 

requirements of the condictionesa the latter auppleaent these basic principles. 

1 • '!'he Law of Enrichaent is an Autonoaous Part of Law 

As we have seen, 1 > an enrichaent action lies against a seller who has alie

nated a thing belonging to another person wihtout being authorized to do so, 

with the effect that the acquirer has obtained ownership of that object in good 

faith. 'I.his was the aain reason why the law of enrichment has often been consi

dered to be an adjustment based on justice and equity, -Ua, aoweit tunli~, die 

Wunden zu heilen, welche (das Recht) selbat schJ.igt•, (in order, so far as pos

sible, to heal the wounds which (the law) itself inflicts)2 >. Also, one has 

to think of the principle of abstraction in this context, due to the fact that 

ownership can be transferred, even though the underlying obligatory act might be 

invalid, the transferor can often not avail hiaself of the rei vindicatio to re

dress the situation. The Reichsgericht itself once spoke of •Billigkeitsruck

sichten, auf welchen die durch den Bereicherungaanspruch VOil Gesetz erstrebte 

Ausgleichung von Vermogensverachiebungen, die auf Grund foraalen Rechtes einge

treten sind, beruht•, (considerations of equity ••• which are the basis for the 
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re-adjustaent, by way of enrichment claims, for legal effects which have occur

red according.to the strict rules of the law) 3 >. According to aodern 

opinion, this view is antiquated4 >. '!'he law of enrichaent ia of consider-

able i11p<>rtance in places where the principle of abstraction has no role to 

play, as where for exaaple aervices are rendered by the plaintiff sine 

causa5 > or as far as the condictio based on interference6 > is concern-

ed. '!he above-aentioned •adjustment• is rather designed, on the basis of special 

features of Geru.n law, to achieve a coapro11i.se between the protection of coa

aercial certainty on the one hand and, on the other hand, protection of that 

party to an agreeaent who has perforaed although this agreeaent was inva-

lid 7 ). Today the law of enrichaent has neither a higher nor a lower rank 

than other parts of private law. '!'his is the reason why it is not subsidiary to 

a claia based on the rei vindicatio8 >. Of course, one has to adai t that the 

law of enrichaent is fowided on equity and justice and the idea of loyalty and 

good faith, but 110 are aost other parts of private law, and to no lesser degree. 

Historically apeaking, clai• for enrichment aay always have been traced to 

aequitas or the natural law, perhaps this was necessary at a tiae wehen these 

clai• still had to fight for recognition alongside those resting on contract or 

tort9 ). Today, however, if aoaebody has delivered aoaething to the wrong 

peraon, or has paid his creditor twice, or has aade a down payaent on a contract 

which never eventuates, hia right to restitution is of the saae order of worthi

aeas as a clai• for the repayment of a loan or one that is based on the cancel

lation of a·contract10>. 

2. '!he Enrichaent Action leads to a aere Redhibition of Shifts in Assets which 

have taken place without conferring to the Receiver a Right to keep the• 

Bnrichaent liability has to be distinguished sharply from contractual liability, 

and liability based on the law of tort. In contrast to the law of tort, enrich

aent libalility does not presuppose fault or blame arising from negligence or 

intention. Also an error of whatever kind is not a prerequisite of an enrichment 

claia11 >. Basically one can say that any delictual influence is alien to 

German law of enrichaent. As far as the law of contract is concerned, whe have 

aeen12 > that it is i1111aterial for what reasons a transfer is considered to 

1,e aac!e •sine causa•: whether a contract was void ab initio or has been rescind-

,_ 
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ed, whether there ha.a been a misrepresentation of a party to a contract, error 

or duress. Al.l these questions deal vi th the law of contract, and only if it has 

been deterllined according to the rules of the law of contract that there was no 

legal basis for an act of performance, it is the task of the law of enrichment 

to skia off the unjustified increase of one's assets. The underlying legislative 

idea is that the enrichaent claia should not cause any loss to the defen

dant13>. For this reason enrichaent in German law traditionally aeans an 

econollic increaent, the aaount by which all the advantages accruing to the reci

pient froa the transaction, outweigh the disadvantages connected with this 

transaction. It is inferred from this that the recipient aay set off against the 

enrichaent any disadvantages he suffered in connection with the acquisition of 

the benefit, or disadvantages which he would suffer in consequence of aaking re

stitution. 'l'hus the plaintiff aust bear the risk of all the events which negat

i-ve or neutralize the econoaic benefit acccruing to the defendant. It 1111st be 

stressed that the law of enrichment is not aimed at a compensation of daaages or 

the adjustaent of a decrease in the creditor's assets: the only starting point 

is the property of the enriched person14 >. The principle that enrichment is 

a aere redhibition of shifts in assets clearly comes out when it is pointed out 

that it is considered imiaterial for the extent of an enrichaent action whether 

the debtor has ollitted to draw possible uses·or profits15 >, and when in 

connection with 1818 par.3 BGB reference is aade only to the actual enrich

aent of the debtor16 >. 'this, too, is a reason for the solution of the case, 

discussed above (in the context of 1816 par.1 sent.1 BGB), where the debtor 

has alienated an article below its. object! ve (aarket-) valuer he only has to 

" restore whatever aaount of aoney he actually obtained. As far as the law of en-

richaent is concerned, he is not to blame for having not bargained 

better17 >. Again, this principle supports the opinion that with reference 

to i816 pa~.1 sent.1 BGB the debtor has to return even a profit which he has 

aade by alienating the article: only the actual enrichment of the debtor's 

assets is important, whether or not this enrichment is a consequence of special 

skills and abilities of the debtor is immateria118 >. A further consequence 

of this principle is that it is not a prerequisite of an enrichment claim that 

the creditor has suffered a decrease in his assets19 >. Impoverishment of 

the plaintiff and enrichment of the defendant are not •two indispensable fac

tors•20> which 1111st arise simultaneously21 >. 
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At first sight one could get the impression that the condictio ob turpem vel in

iustam causam does not fit into this principle. But this view should be treated 

with soae reservation. I would rather say that, because of this principle, 

1817 sent.2 BGB, the in pari turpitudine rule, is nowadays not regarded as a 

rule of punishaent22 >, but as an expression of the common idea that there 

is no judicial relief if the creditor has to refer to his own unlawful or iamor

al conduct to substantiate his claim23 > (•nemo auditur turpitudinem suam 

allegans •) 24 >. Therefore this idea should not only be lilli ted to the law of 

enrichment but should be extended to other claims as well, such as the rei vin

clicatio, claias of tort or claims for the reimbursement of outlay25 >. 

But one has to adllit that 11818 par.4, 819 BGB26 > and the distinc

tion between a bona fide and a aala fide possessor in 11987 ff 27 > 

are indeed exceptions to this basic principle, because here one cannot deny a 

dellctual influence. Bovever, these exceptions are based on an obvious and ne

cessary difference in appraisal. In this context I have to mention that if one 

says that the law of enrichment does not refer to fault or blame, this does not 

aean that solutions by the law of enrichment are not often based on a distribu

tion of risks or a weighing of legal aerits. I have to come back to this point 

later18). 

Another question is, hov we can deteraine whether or not someone has a •right to 

keep• the enrichment. AB far as the enrichment-by-transfer claia is concerned, 

this question is not too difficult: •sine causa• in this case aeans that there 

is no valid legal basis to which the debtor could refer. As far as the condictio 

arising •otherwise• is concerned, this question ~eeds a more detailed discus

sion. If there is for example a merchant A who, due to his bargaining skills, 

extends his sales and thus diminishes the sales of neighbour merchant B, then A 

is enriched at the expense of B. But no one could say that this enrichment is 

•unjustified•. So how can we describe the criterion •unjustified• if there is no 

relationship based on an act of performance between creditor and debtor? 'ftle 

predominant opinion in German law considers an enrichment as •unjustified• if it 

is not due to the debtor, if the debtor has obtained the enrichment because he 

has broken the protected legal sphere of another, if the enrichment infringes 

what has been described as •zuweisungsgehalt• of a legally protected right of 

aoaeone else29 >. 

""' 
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3. '!'he Redhibition has to take place on specific •teistungsebenen• (levels of 

perforaance) 

'!'his principle deals mainly with cases where aore than two persons are involved. 

In practice it is a very iaportant part of the law of enrichment, but unfortuna

tely one of the aost controversial ones as well. Poraerly one spoke in this re

spect of the need for •directness of transfer• (•unaittelbarkeit der Veraogens
verschiebung•)30): the loss of the plaintiff and the benefit of the defendant 

aust result from one and the saae transaction. But, as we have seen31 >, in 

modern law a loss of the plaintiff is no longer considered necessary. 'l'herefore 

one should no longer use the doctrine of •directness of transfer•, but rather 

refer to the different levels of performance (•Leistungsebenen•) 32 >. Ac

cording to this principle an enrichaent claia lies only against that party to 

whoa the plaintiff conferred the benefit, and not against third parties who 

benefited indirectly by this transfer. It is obvious that the definition of the 

conception of •Leistung• is of greatest importanc, because otherwise one cannot 

deterlline the different •teiatungsebenen•. According to the prevailing opinion 

in Geraan law33 >, •Leistung• can be defined as a conscious and purpose-ori-
_/ 

entated (intentional) transfer of benefits. !his definition is indeed satisfac-

tory as far as two-person-relationahips are concerned, but as soon as there are 

aore persons involved difficulties arise. Consider the following exa11ples: A 

awes aoney to B. A directs his bank C to transfer the aaount of aoney due from 

A'• accoant·into B's account. Is the transferred aoney a •teistung• of the bank 

· C or of A34 >1 Ora A owes aoney to B. A directs his bank to transfer the 

aaount due (1,000 DM) froa A's account into B's account. '!be bank does not 

transfer 1,000 DM, but 1,500 DM. Is the exceeding aaount of 500 DM a •teistung• 

of the bank c or of A35 >1 Other exaaples ares transfer due to an obligation 

wllich was supposed to be an own obligation but, in fact, was the obligation of 

another person36 ), or the discharge of an obligation of another person, 

without this other person having given reason for him to do so37 >. 
A further difficulty in this respect is that, as far as enrichmernt arising 

4' 
•otherwise• is concerned, there is no •Leistung•, in these cases the different 

levels have to be deterllined by means of the criterion •at the expense of 

another•38>. 

Because of these difficulties the strict conceptualization of the •Leistung•-re-

.. " .. , 
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quirement has been severely criticized39 >. One of the aost well known crit

ics in this fegard is Canaria40 >. Canaria advocates a farewell to the con-

cept of •teiatung• as the deterllining factor in •olving enrichaent-caaea because 

he is of the opinion that equitable results cannot be achieved by aeans of this 

notion41 ). Instead he refers to policy-considerations such as the attribu-

tion of risks (•Riaikozurechnung•) and t;!le legal protection for bona fide acts 

(•vertrauensschutz•). However, his proposals in order to achieve equitable re

sults are dominated by so any different factors, rules, exceptions and counter

exceptions, that they do aake it virtually iapossible to solve cases where aore 

than two persons are involved in an easy and convincing way42 >. 'l'herefore 

Canaris' theory has been rejected43 >. 

Despite all criticiaa the courts today still use the concept of •Leiatung• to 

deteraine between whoa the redhibition has to take place44 > and refuse an 

actio de in rea verso45 >. A consequence of this principle is the subsidiary 

nature of a claia based on enrichaent arising othervise46 >: where a person 

has been enriched by aeans of a •teistung• of soaeone else, he is only liable 

to that person and only on the basis of an enrichaent-by-transfer claia, he can

not be sued on the basis of a condictio based on interference. '1'he enrichaent

by-transfer claia excludes any condictio based on enrichment arising other

wise47>. 'l'hus, if a building aub-contractor under contract to the builder, 

uses brick.a and aortar in building" the house of the CUBtomer, he can only sue 

the aain contractors on the contract, if it is valid, for unjustified enrich

ment, if it is not, he cannot sue the CUBtoaer for any increase in the value of 

the house attributable to his work and aateriala. It is true that the cuatoaer 

has been enriched by the sub-contractor: not by way of •teistung•, bat •other

wise•. However, because this enrichment is regarded as •teistung• of the aa.in 

contractor, a (possible) condictio baaed on enrichaent arising otherwise (in 

this case it would be a condictio for claiming reillburaeaent of impensae) of the 

sub-contractor against the custoaer i• excluded by the enrichaent-by-transfer 

claim of the ma.in contractor against the custoaer48 >. 

But the principle of the •teistungsebenen• as well as this consequence, namely 

the subsidiary nature of the other condictiones, is subject to a number of aodi

fications. As far as the principle itaelf is concerned, Gerlllln law see11S to be

come increasingly caauiatic49 >s the application of the ooacept of ·Lei-

,; 
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stung• is not determined in general, but with reference to certain types of 

cases. Speci•l gr.oupa of cases are recognized, such as •transfer at the expense 

of a third person•, •transfer to discharge someone else's obligation, vi thout 
) 

this other person having given cause to do so•, •payment on the grounds of a 

non-existing or invalid order•, •payaent to discharge an obligation which was 

supposed to be one's ovn, but which was, in fact, soaeone else's obligation• or 

•acquisition of ownership by the processing of things delivered by a third per

son•50>. As far as the subsidiary nature of a condictio of interference is 

concerned, the law itself states exceptions in 1816 par.1 sent.2 BGB and in 

1822 BGB51 >. Furtheraore, eoae writers extend the scope of application 

of 1951 BGB to cases like the sub-contractor example aentioned 

above52 >. '!'he reason for this fragaentation and for these exceptions is the 

fluctuating background of all these disputed cases: the crucial point is always 

to find an equitable distribution of risks by aeans of a weighing of legal 

merits. 'l'berefore exceptions are necessary to the basic rule that the creditor 

should not acquire an additiona_l debtor just because the object transferred 

happens to have ended up aaongst the assets of a third party and that, indeed, 

he aust look, for the purposes of restitution, to the party to whom he has 

transferred the object. Siailar questions arise when solving the problem from 

whose point of view the question auet be determined, whether a •Leistung• has 

taken place: froa the viewpoint of the transferor or that of the reci-

pient54>. 'l'he opinion of the BGH, naaely that only the nevpoint of the re

cipient ( •Empfingerhorizont• ) is relevant, has been criticized. '!he BBG deter

aius this •Empfingerhorizont• by aeans of objective criteria. '!his is criticiz

ed because if the purpose (an element of the subjective intentions of the party 

• the •parteiville•) is an important oriterion of the aotion of •Le1staa9•, then 

it is inconsistent to rely on objective aspects in deteraining between which 

persons an act of perforaance has taken place55 >. 'l'he advocates of this 

view prefer a deteraination by aeans of an interpretation of the intentions of 

the party that has aade the performance. 

4. 'lhe Enrichment Claia is aimed at the Redhibition of all (unjustified) 

Increases of soaeone•s Assets 

'l'he content. of an enrichaent action are as c011prehansive as possible. Where the 

·I 
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object is still •in ease•, it has to be re-transferred, thus the stateaent that 

a written dec~aration of honour is no increase in aoaeone's assets and therefore 

cannot be recovered by an enrich11ent action56 >, is at least very doubtful. 

A consequence of this principle is that the aere possession of an object (in 

contrast to ownership) is a suitable target of an enrichment clai1157 > .-" 

'.dle aain problem in this respect is whether or not an enrichaent clai• covers 

profits obtained by the enriched person. As far as 1816 BGB is concerned, we 

have seen that it does58 >. Regarding 1818 par.2 BGB, however, the pre

dominant opinion is that coapensation for the value covers only the current 

value, the ordinary aarket value of the transferred object59 >. If services 

have been rendered, the current value is that aaowit of aoney which the enriched 

person is saved spending on ordinary workers. If someone else's legally protect

ed invention has been used illegally, the coapensation would be the aaount of 

aoney the enriched person would have to pay for an ordinary licence. 'l'he aodern 

opinion in German law60 > extends the enrichaent liability to profits as 

well. '.l'his is backed aainly by three arguaents: 1) 1816 BGB is one kind of a 

claia based on enrichaent arising •otherwise•, it would not be plausible if 

other claims based on enrichaent arising otherwise did not cover profits. 2) If, 

on the one hand, the creditor bears the risk of an under-value-alienation, then, 

;i on the other hand, he should have the benefits arising fro• a profitable aliena

tion. 3) If the debtor has alienated a thing of which he was the Olfller but which 

• had been transferred to hi• •sine cauaa•, then (as a consequence of the predolli.

nant view) he is liable to restore (only) the ordinary aarket value of this ob

ject (11812 par.1 sent.1, 818 par.2 BGB)61 > whereas, in the case of 

"'-· 

1816 (where the debtor has alienated a thing which he did not own) he is 

liable to return profits as well. Bowe-.er, both cases are so similar that a dif

ferent treatment (based solely on the principle of abstraction) aeeas to be un

just62). 

In my opinion the solution to this proble11 should be baaed on an extensive in

terpretation of §818 par.1 OOB. This rule does iaply that the extent of an 

enrichment claim is comprehensive and covers profits. 'Jhus the coapensation for 

the value is only one part of the whole aabit of enriahaent liability, it repla

ces only the retransfer of the prestation set up in 1812 par.1 aent.1 OOB. 

Additional profits ar covered by 1818 par.1 BGB63). 

; 
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Furthermore the principle that the enrichaent claim is aiaed at the redhibition 

of all (unjustified) increases of soaeone's assets can be seen to interfere with 

the doctrine of the •zuweisungsgehalt•64 >: if according to this doctrine 

the enrichment is unjustified only if it has been gained contrary to the •zuwei

sunsgehalt• of a legally protected right, then an enrichaent action does lie on

ly where such objects of legal protection have been iapaired. In German law the 

opinion prevails that only absolute rights are such objects of legal protec

tion65). Consequently, an enrichaent action lies where copyright is iapair-

ed, but not where patent rights and registered rights are affected66 >. 

'!'his opinion has been criticized67 > and I share the point of view of these 

critics: the BGB itself states in 1816 par.2 !GB that an enrichaent action 

is applicable where a aere relative right is infringed. 'l'herefore rights which 

provide legally protected sIJberes and which consequently can be subject to an 

enrichment claim, are all those rights which aim at the legal protection of an 

individual person in contrast to rights which protect public interests. To de

teraine this, one should refer to the question whether or not the individual 

person can waive the protection of this right68 >. 

5. 'l'he Extent of the Bnrichaent Claim is liaited to the Actual Bnrichaent of the 

Debtor 

'l'hia principle has been dealt with in chapter I, 4 d. 'l'hough it is very often 

considered to be the heart of the law of enrichaent69 >, an iaportant excep-

tion to this principle exists. As I have already pointed out70), the •saldo-

theorie• has been developed to deal with 1111tual enrichaent clai• arising froa 

bilateral contracts that have failed. However, it is subject to essential excep

tions 71 ) and that is the reason why it has been criticized severely in re-

cent years 72 ): if (according to the •saldotheorie•) the enrichaent which 

has to be returned is not aore than the balance of value between performance and 

counterperformance, then even the defrauder is enriched to no further extent 

than this difference - a consequence the •saldotheorie• does, however, not 

accept. A new opinion in German law coaea to the saae results as the •saldotheo

rie•, but bases its conclusions on the idea that the creditor is not entiUed to 

rely on the defence of cessation of enriohaent (1818 par.1 BGB) if the cause 

' 
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for the cessation lay in his •sphere of risks•73 >. In my opinion the refer

ence to a •sphere of risks• is very siailar to the question whether or not the 

debtor is to blaae for the cessation. 'l'hus, alien delictual influences are im

ported into the law of enrichment. 

Ro matter from what angle one looks at the •saldotheorie• (or the new opinion), 

it is an iaportant exception to the basic principle that the extent of enrich

aent liability is limited to the actual enrichment of the debtor. '!he BGH itself 

has described this theory as an adjusting of law due to reasons of equi-

ty 7 4 >. '!hough this means a retreat from doctrinal purity, one has to ad:ai. t 

that the results provided by the •saldotheorie• are a practical necessity. One 

has to swallow the lesser evill 

CHAPTER III a THE SYSTEM OF S. A. LAW OF ENRICHMENT SEEN FROM THE POINT OF 

VIBW OF THE GBRMAH SYSTEM 

Por the purpose of comparing these two Romanistic legal systems I will outline 

in this chapter the different condictiones of the S.A. law which correspond to 

the rules in Geraan law. I am aware of the danger that either this coaparison 

can lead to unproductive repetitions if it is too comprehensive, or that it can 

becoae unintelligible if the the comparison is too superficial. •evertheless I 

will try to find a aiddle path which provides a sufficient basis to enable the 

reader to follow the discussion in chapter v. 

1. Unjustified Enrichment arising pursuant to •1,eistung• 

a. Enrichaent-by-transfer claim 

The condictio indebiti of S.A. law corresponds to 1812 par.1 sent.1 first 

alternative 8iB. This condictio is used to recover money or property which was 

paid or delivered by the plaintiff to another, in the mistaken belief that it 

was due to such person. A general prerequisite of this action is that the owner

ship of the property must have been tr•nsferred by the act of the parties1 > 

) . 
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'1'bus where ownership has not passed, the legal remedy would be the rei vindica

tio2 >, becaus~ •there can hardly be any question of enrichaent where the 

owner still retains his ownership and his right to the possession of the thing. 

His action is clearly a rei vindicatio and not an enrichaent action•3>. 

A further require•nt of the condictio indebiti is that perforaance aust have 

been made in the aistaken belief that the debt was due4 >. 'J.'be distinction 

bebreen aistake of fact and aistake of law has been a long-standing subject of 

controversy5 >, nowadays it is accepted that the aistake aust be one of fact 

and not one of law6 >. Furthenaore the mistake llUSt be excusable, i.e. the 

ignorance aust not be •supina aut affectata•7 >. According to Voet8 >, 
ignorance of fact is supina aut affectata either if it is ignorance of a fact 

concerning the affairs of another when such a fact is knovn to al.aost everybody 

in the co1111WU.ty, or if it is ignorance of fact concerning one's own affairs. 

Rowadays the courts consider even ignorance of fact concerning one's ovn affairs 

as material if the mistake has been induced by the defendant9 >. An excep-

tion to the requirement that the mistake aust be one of fact and not of law is 

the case where transfer takes place in tenas of a contract of sale which is void 

for failure to comply with formal requirements. In this case recovery is allowed 

vi thout inquiry as to whether the plaintiff was aware of the invalidity or not, 

or whether his aistake was one of fact or one of law10 >. However, perfor-

aance or tender of perforaance by the other party excludes the oondictio in this 

case11 >. As· in Geraan law (see 1813 par.1 sent.1 BGB) the oondictio in-

debiti lies if performance has been aa.de even though there existed a peremptory 

exception to the claia 12). However, it is not applicable if the transfer 

has been aade in discharge of a debt that has becoae prescribed13 > and a 

·debt that is due at a future date14 > (see 11813 par.1 sent.2. 813 

par.2 8GB). Furthermore, the action does not lie if it was a voluntary perfor

mance15>, or if there was a reasonable cause for making the payaent, for 

e:xam.ple if a payment is made •pietatis causa•16 > (this corresponds to 

1814 BGB). Concerning the question whether or not an act of perforaance has 

been aade voluntarily, the modern view in S.A. law seems to be that only posit

ive knowledge of the fact that the performance was not due excludes the condic

tio indebiti17 >. Finally, the transfer is considered to be involuntary if 

it is aade under duress. This is the case if it is made under protest as a re

sult of force or a threat of force to the person or property of the transferor, 

.-:1 
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including a threat to withhold a right to which the transferor is presently en 

titled18 >. In-German law, under the saae circumstances, the application of 

1814 BGB is excluded19 >. 

As far as cases are concerned where aore than two parties are involved, s.A. law 

is confronted with basically the saae difficulties as German law. Generally, the 

question is between which parties the re-transfer of assets has to take place. 

Usually this is considered to be an aspect of the requirement that the enrich

aent must be •at the expense• of the plaintiff20 >. In a recent deci-

sion21> this problea was disguised as the question who could be considered 

to be the •recipiens• of a prestation. It was argued that the condictio indebiti 

does not entitle the solvens to pursue what was aistakenly paid, wherever it is 

to be found. '!be recovery of the undue payment from its recipient is the sole 

objective of the action. '!bis aeans that the condictio indebiti is enforceable 

· against the recipient of the undue payment, but against nobody else. The reci

pient is not necessarily the person into whose hands the aoney was actually put 

when it was paid. Be is the one who 1111st be considered, in all the circumstances 

of the case, truly to have received the payment. All that aatters is whether one 

can appropriately be said to have received the payment in soae or other 

vay22 >. This corresponds in Geraan law to the definition of the tera •Lei

stung•, by which the creditor and debtor of an enrichaent-by-transfer claia are 

deterained23 >. 

Recently there have been two cases of •three-party relationships• discussed ful

ly ins.A. lava fir•tly, the payaent of soaebody else's debt24 > and second-

ly, a bank's right to recover payments aade by lli.stake25 >. 

1.'he solution fa•oured in the foraer case is to distinguish between an action on 

negotiorwn gestio and an enrichment action, the latter being applicable where 

the intervention was not in accordance with the interests of the actual debtor. 

By means of the action for negotiorua gestio the dominus is liable for the full 

expenses of the gestor, irrespective of the result achieved, while by means of 

the enrichment action the right of the gestor is based simply on the enrichment 

of the doainua26). !!his solution corresponds with German law, where the 

distinction is drawn 1,etween a' legiti .. te management without mandate 

(11683, 670 BGB) aacl an illegitiaate aanagement without mandate 
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(11684, 818 BGB)27 >. 

In the latter case it is considered that if a bank pays a cheque because it has 

aade a Iii.stake concerning the existence or extent of the customer's instruction 

to pay, the payaent is sine causa and aay be recovered by the bank froa the re

cipient's unjust enrichaent28 >. '!'his solution is similar to the treataent 

of those cases where Genaa.n lawyers speak of "want of instruction•29 >. 

b. '!'he condictio ob causaa finitaa as a Type of condictio sine causa specialis 

'!'bis type of condictio covers 1812 par.1 sent.1 first alternative BGB. It 

lies where the Olfllership of property is transferred to the defendant in teras of 

a valid cause which later falls awar30 >. 

c. '!'he condictio causa data causa non secuta 

'l'bis condictio of s.A. law is equivalent to 1812 par.1 sent.2 second alter

native BGB. It is available to recover that which has been transferred on the 

ass1111ption that a particular event will take place in the future, when that 

ewnt does in actual fact not take place, as well as that which has been trans

ferred subject to a aodus which is disregarded or frustrated31 >. Bovever, 

if a person gives a thing with the full knowledge that the counter-perform.nee 

ia iapoasible, this condictio cannot be applied because the transferor 1111st be 

held to have intended a gift32>, (see 1815 BGB). Furthermore, this con-

i; dictio is also unav_ailable if the iapossibility of counter-perforaance is due to 

the fault of the transferor33 >. As we have seen, Geraan law does not go so 

fars according to 1815 BGB, aere fault of the transferor is not sufficient, 

rather, the transferor 11W1t have acted contrary to the principles of loyalty and 

good faith. 

d. '!'he condictio ob turpem vel iniustam causam 

In S.A. law, the condictio ob turpem vel iniustam causam covers the situation 

where 1817 ABGB applies in German law. Thus, where aoney or other property 

luaa been transferred in terms of an illegal agreement, the condictio ob turpea 

wl iniustaa causam is available to recover what has been thus transferred or 
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the value thereof34 ). 'J.'he transfer aust have taken place in terms of an il

legal agreement, i.e. where concluding an agreement or its performance or object 

is prohibited.by law or is contrary to good aorals or public policy35 >. If 

both parties knew of the turpis causa, or even if the plaintiff alone knew of 

it, no condictio will lie, (cf. 1817 aent.2 BGB) 36 >. 
'l'he true purpose of this rule, which is based on the a.xi.a •in pari delicto po

tior est condicio defendentis•, ia punitive37 >. However, nowadays this •par 

delictua rule• is no longer applied rigidly, with the effect that this rule aay 

be relaxed •where it is necessary to prevent injustice or to promote public 

policy•38) • 

As far as the relation of the condictio ob turpem vel iniustam causam with other 

condictiones is concerend, the stateaent of Lotz39 > is relevants •Agree-

aents are soaetiaes prohibited by law but are nevertheless valid if concluded in 

contravention of the prohibition, the only aanction attached by the contraven

tion being a fine or penalty••• In such cases there can, of course, be no ques

tion of condictio of what has been perforaed in teras of the (valid) agreeaent. 

'!he condictio ob turpea vel iniuataa cauaaa finds application only in those 

cases where the agreeaent ia void for illegality•. '!bus, in cases where Geraan 

J.awyers cnsider that this condictio has a re-.ining scope of application of its 

ovn40 >, S.A. lawyers refuse to apply the condictio ob turpem vel iniustaa 

cauaaa. 

However, as in Geraan law, the question arises whether there are cases iaagin

able where a contract though contravening the boni aores or offending public 

policy is nevertheless valid. It aeeaa to be aore likely that such a contract is 

void41 >. 

2. Unjustified Enrichment arising Otherwise 

a. Condictio of Interference 

In S.A. law there is no equivalent to the rule of 1812 par.1 sent.1 second 

alternative BGB. I aay repeat42 > that this condictio is of greatest impor

tance in Gerlllln lawz above all it oowrs such essential cases as the unauthoriz-
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ed use or consumption of someone else's property or cases of tortious acts. '!'his 

gap ins.A. law is aainly due to the following reasonsa firstly, where ownership 

bas not been transferred, the plaintif is only entitled to rely on the rei vin

dicatio1 enrichment liability does not exist43 >. Consequently cases of un

lawful dispossession or disturbance of possession (which are covered by the Ger

aa.n law of enrichaent), are excluded from the s.A. law of enrichment44 >. 
As a typical example in this respect, I would like to aention the case Union 

Governaent v. Lollbard45 >, where a servant of the Governaent picked, contra-

ry to the instructions of the Governaent forester, a camphor-bush not on Govern

aent ground but on the ground of the plaintiff. '!his is the typical situation 

where under Gerwaan law a condictio based on interference (1812 par.1 sent.1 

BGB) could be applicable. Gardiner, J., in this case, however, atated46 > 

that if the bags were still in the Governaent•s possession, then it had no ans

wer to a vindicatory action (and one has to add that this would be the only 

legal reaedy the S.A. law provides in this situation). 

Secondly, in aost of the cases where unauthorized use and occupation is concern

ed, no enrichaent liability exists47 >, "where a contract of sale of illllOv-

able property was, unbeknOllfn to both parties, void ab initio, ••• , there is no 

principle in our law which allows the owner to claia from the •purchaser• the 

value of the use of the land, whilst the •purchaser• was in occupation•48 >, 
or "where in pursuance of an unenforceable agreeaent of sale of land, the pur

chaser is placed in possession of the land and pays portion of the purchase 

price, the seller who refuaes to carry out the agreeaent, 1111st refund the whole 

of the purchase price paid, and is not entitled to compensation for the pur

chaser's use and occupation of the land•49 >. '1'he reason for this liaitation 

of enrichment liability is given in lladeaeyer v. lladeaeyer50 >. In this case 

it was argued that the bona fide possessor did not have to deduct from bis claim 

for expenses the value of occupation of the premises, because this was not part 

of the fruits he had gathereda occupation value is not covered by the concept 

•fruits•. 'J.'his is a remnant of the view that an enrichment action does not lie 

for the recovery of a •factum•51 >. It is true that as far as the condictio 

of incurred expenses of a bona fide occupier is concerned52 >, an equitable 

aaount aay be deducted froa his anricbaent claim, in respect of the use and 

occupation of the land. However, tbia deduction bas to be classified not as an 

equivalent of a condictio baaed on interfe~ence, but rather as a counterpart of 
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the harmful events which the debor of an enrichment claia is entitled to set off 

as deductible. ite11a53 >, (da11na cum lucroh the deduction in respect of use 

and occupation of the improver's claia has to be conceived as lucrua cum da11no. 

Therefore De Vos states54 >, •c1at ons hier met 'n ontwikkelde verrykings-

aksie te doen het •. 

Only in the relationship of landlord and tenant does the s.A. law recognize an 

action for coapensation for use and occupation55 >. In earlier cases56 > 
it was held that rent could be clai-d as long as the lessee reaained in occupa

tion, i.e. even after teraination of the lease. llovadays it is submitted that 

these cases have been wrongly decided57 > and thus in aodern S.A. law a 

claia for coapensation for use and occupation after the terllination of a lease 

is based on the law of enrichaent58 >. However, one has to bear in llind that 

compensation for use and occupation is only awarded where this special relation

ship between landlord and tenant is present. 

b. Disposition of soaeone else's Property - I 816 BGB 

'1'he condictio sine causa specialis lies in cases where according to Geraan law 

1816 BGB is applicable, . this condictio lies against a person who has bona 

fide disposed of the property of another59 >. 'l'he requireaents of this clai• 

are as followss firstly, it IIWlt be (de facto) iaposaible for the plaintiff to 

vindicate the property, because where Yindication is still possible, a oondictio 

is excluded60 >. As Voet stat.ear •but though an owner of stolen property can 

vindicate it, he ne_vertheleaa, if it has been sold off (sc. s bot is still in 

easel), has no right of vindicating the price realized froa it, or perhaps not 

yet paid but still due. 'l'he price of w,y property which has been sold off by an

other not in w,y name is not lline, nor does it take the place of the property in 

particular proceedings. 'ftlus it is not put by substitutuion into the place of 

the property stolen and is not itself of the natu:te of stolen 

property•61 ). 

Secondly, if the receiver acted in good faith this condictio is 

excluded62 ). 'ftle reason ~or this requirement is clearly ahown by Voetr 

whereas it appears that ao •rc,y ahoald be ahown to thoae who, by purchasing 

stolen property in bad faith and with knowledge and then in turn, sold it off, a 

) 
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different rule should be laid down •in the case of those who, just as they caae 

by the stolen.property in good faith, so again sold it off in good faith as 

well. '.l'hat is because on account of their good faith they cannot appear to be 

bound either on wrongdoing or on any contract or quasi-contract or by natural 

fairness, inasJ1Uch as they ha"Ve not been in any way enriched to the loss of an

other•63>. '.l'his clearly refutes the Bnglish doctrine of conversion accord-

ing to which any person who, however innocently, ota.ins possession of the goods 

of a person who has been fraudulently deprived of the• and disposes of them, 

whether for his ovn benefit or that of any other person, is guilty of conversion 

and therefore liable to the true owner64 >. 

In accordance with 1816 par.1 aent.2 BGB, one can see the tendency in S.A. 

law n011adays that in all cases where the property is received ex causa lucrati

va, the condictio sine cauaa specialis should lie against the receiver65 >. 

c. Condictio of incurred expenses 

cases dealing with the bona/aa.la fide possessor correspond to those covered in 

Geraan law by 11994 ff BGB. In this context a possessor is a person who 

holds the property of another aniao doaini, i.e. either believing himself to be 

the owner (bona fide possessor) or else, knowing that he is not the owner but 

professing to be the owner and acting as if he were (11&la fide poases-

aor)66>. A bona fide or 11&la fide possessor who has expended his 11<>ney or 

aaterial on the preservation or iaproft•nt of the iJ1110vable property of an

other, has an action for coapenaation against the person who is the Olfner of the 

property67 >. '.l'he aaae rules apply to a bona fide possessor who has improved 

the aovable property of another68 >. 

d. Specificatio and Acceasio 

The condictio sine cauaa specialis is (furthermore) applicable in cases which, 

according to German law, are covered by 1951 ~B, i.e. in cases where a new 

thing is aade by the defendant from the plaintiff's property and the plaintiff 

has therefore lost hi• ownership (bona fide specificatio)69 >. 1he same 

rules apply in the case of accessio80 >. 

•, 
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3. Extent of Liability 

a. Restoration of what has been obtained 

As in Geraan law the debtor IIU8t priaarily return what he has obtained, the en

richment claia is a claia for restitution in kind71 >. 'l'hus by aeans of the 

condictio indebi ti everything which has been transferred vi thout being due is 

reclaimed. This action does not only deal with consuaable things, but.also with 

other things, whether aovable, i-ovable or incorporea172 >. Whether or not 

an enrichment action lies to recover the value of a factua, cannot be answered 

generally. 'there is soae authority for the view that the conditio indebiti also 

lies for the recovery of the value of a factua73 >, but the predoainant 

opinion is that none of the condictiones could be used74 >. As far as the 

condictio sine causa specialis is concerned, in cases where the defendant has, 

in good faith, disposed of the property of another, the defendant is obliged to 

account for any profit he has had froa the property. 'l'hua if he sold the proper

ty under the bona fide belief that it was his, he ha• only to account for the 

price which he received75 >. 'l'his corresponds to the interpretation of 

1816 J:GB76 >. 

b. Prui ts and substitutes 

'fhe property 1111st be returned with fruits and accessiona77 > (coapare 

1818 par.1 1GB). Interest which the defendant receiftd on a sua of aoney 

paid to hi• indebite is not regarded as •fruits• and need not be restor

ed78>. 'J.'he reason .for this view is that the interest has been obtained from 

a new obligation79 > or, as Voet argues80 >, if the person to whOII aoney 

had been paid indebite invests it, he is entiUed to the benefit derived froa 

the investment on the ground that he takes the risk of the investment. 'l'hus int

erest is only payable a tempore aorae, i.e. from the date of payaent, if the 

payer was in bad faith; otherwise from the date of deaand81 >. 

Furthermore, in Krueger v. Navratil82 > the court laid down •that a claia 

based on undue enrichment includes (even) profit which the defendant aay or 

could have derived from the use of the stolen property•. Contrary to Geraan 

law83 >, the value of any fruits gathered by the poasu.or before litis con-

. "' 
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testatio, less production costs, is set off against his expenses84 >. 
Xf the recipi~nt is unable to restore what he has obtained but has gained a sub

atitute, then this substitute can be recovered from hia85 >. 

c. Coapensa tion for the value 

Xf neither the (transferred) object nor a substitute can be restored, then the 

value of the object aay be recovered froa the defendant, if he remains enriched 

through the receipt of the object86 >. Value in this context means •market 

value• of the object87 >. 

Xf one party has by his work or services, conferred aine cauaa a benefit on the 

other, he aay claia compensation for these services not exceeding the value of 

the said benefit. Benefit aeans an increase in the value of the defendant's 

estate, relative to its esti-ted value but for the plaintiff'• act88 ). !he 

aaount of the defendant's enrichaent has ao•tiaes been determined by reference 

to the contract price and the unfinished portion of.the work89 >, because 

the enrichaent of the defendant will usually take the fora of expenses saved 

•and the only practical way of determining the aaount of expenses so saved will 

normally be by reference to the stipulated wage•90 >. !he extent of the con

dictio of incurred expenses is dependent upon the different kinda of outlay: 

iapensae necessariae, iapensae utile• and iapensae TOluptuariae or lu:imariae. 

Xapenaae neaessariae are expenses neceaaary to preaerve property fraa loss, de

terioration or destruction. Xapensae utiles are expenses which increase the 

value or yield of property. Xapensae TOluptuariae are expenses neither necessary 

nor useful91 >. 'l'he bona fide possessor is entitled to reillburseaent of all 

his necessary expenses92 ). Where he has effected useful iaproveaents to the 

property, he is entitled either to his expenses or to the aaowit by which the 

value of the property has been enhanced, whichever is the lesser93 >. Xn the 

case of luxurious improvements no compensation is payable, save where the yield 

of property has been increased or the owner intents selling the property, and 

the price has been icnreased as a result of the iaproveaents94 >. 8owadays 

it seems that a mala fide possessor has aore or less the same reaedies as a bona 

fide possessor95 >. So he, as well, is entitled to 0011p81111ation for useful 

expenses not exceeding the value of the benefit conferred on the owner, •because 

what applies to the bona fide possessor applies equally to the aala fide posses-
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aor, for in either case the owner should not be enriched at the expense of an

other•96 >. 

'the remedies of a bona fide possessor are similar to German law: firstly, on 

refusal of the owner to pay coapensation, he is entitled to reaove such iaprove

aents 11&de by hia as can be removed without aaterial damage to the proper

ty97>, secondly, he aay retain possession of the owner's property until be 

is paid the coapensation due to hia (lien)98 >, thirdly, in the case of ia

aovable property, he 11&y surrender possession of the property and bring an 

action for coapensation99 >. 'the aala fide possessor is entitled, before the 

owner deaands possession, to reaove such iaproveaents as can be reaoved without 

} daJlage to the property100 >. But in contrast to the bona fide possessor, he 

has no ius retentionis to enforce his claia for coapenaation for useful ex

penaes101>, unless the owner was aware of his activities and failed to 

protest 102 ). 

l4 

AB far as these r-edies of the bona/11a.la fide possessor are concerned, the 

court has a wide discretion to adjust the rights of the parties in an equitable 

11&nner103 >. •'J.'he doctrine upon which the right to coapensation is based is 

an equitable one, and it aust not be applied in auch a way as to produce inequi

table results. Probably in the aajority of cases it will be found that it is 

fair and equitable that the owner of the land should pay for the iaprowMnts to 

the extent to which the land has been enhanced in value, aubject, of course, to 

this liaitation that, inas111Uch as the possessor is to be coapensated for the ex

pense to which he has been put, he can in no circuastances recover aore than the 

aaount of such expenses. At the sa• tiae it is easy to suggest cases in which 

the application of this rule would be aost unfair to the owner of the 

land•104). 

d. Cessation of enrichment 

As under German law, the defendant's liability is confined to the amount of his 

actual enrichment at the time of the action105 > (see 1818 par.3 B;B). 

Cessation of enrichment is consequently a good defence against a plaintiff'• 

claia for the full value of the transferred property106 >. Where the c!efen-
l 

dant bas lost or disposed of the thing, bis liability is confined to the aaoaat' 
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by which he is still enricl:).ed at the tiae of action. Harmful events are taken 

into account ~nsofar as the defendant is entitled to compensation for his incur

red expenses. On the other hand, with reference to the condictio of inc:urred ex

penses of the bona/111ala fide possessor the value of any fruits gathered by hia 

before litis contestatio, less production costs, is set off against his expen

aes107>. •pruits• include the rent received where the possessor has leased 

out the property, but not the use and enjoyaent of the property nor fruits yiel

ded by the iaproveaents themselves108 >. Furthermore, where the defendant 

has aade counter-perforaance, he is entitled to the return of that which be has 

perforaed or, where the plaintiff is no longer in possession of it, its 

value109 >. 'l'he denfendant aay refuse to restore until the plaintiff tenders 

restitution on his side110 >. 

Just as German law, S.A. law faces the problea of •enrichaent against 

wil1•111 ). So, for exaaple, when fixtures cannot be reaoved without daaage 

to the land, compensation 11Ust be paid, •provided, in the case of iaproveaents, 

that the owner aight reasonably have effected them hi-elf•112 >. In gene-

ral, the transferor is not entitled to compensation in respect of expenses, in 

respect of which the owner will derive no benefit when the thing is restored to 

hia113>. 'l'hus, an employer need not pay for a useless borehole114 >, 
and the owner of a car need not pay for repairs to his car which do not enable 

hia to use it safely115 >. 'l'his principle that the person who has been en

riched llight be released froa liability to coapenaate, if the iwproftaents were 

not useful to hia and the expenditure exoesaive, with regard to his Jl8AD8 and 

position116 >, is one feature of the wide discretion of the court aentioned 

above117 >. 

e. Increased liability 

'ftle defendant loses his right to plead a cessation of his enrichaent under the 

following circumstances (which correspond to German law - see 11818 par. 

4, 819 par.1 OOB): firstly, from the moment that the defendant becoaes aware 

that he has been enriched sine causa at the expense of another, his liability is 

reduced or extinguished only if he is able to prove that the diminution or loss 

of enrichment was not due to his fault118 >. Hovever, there are two ezoep-

tions to this rule. '!'he liability of a spouse who bas been enric::hed by a prohib-

i~ 
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i ted donation aade by the other spouse 119 ), or a Jlinor who has been enrich

ed by perfo~nce to hia arising from an unauthorized contract120 > remains 

restricted to the aaount of his or her actual enrichment at the tiae of litis 

contestatio, unless in the case of a donation between spouses the donee spouse 

acted fraudulently to defeat the donor spouse's claim121 >. 

Secondly, from the aoaent that a defendant is in aora his liability is reduced 

or estinguished only if he is able to prove that the event which dillinished or 

extinguished his enrichment would also have operated against the plaintiff, if 

perforaance had been aade tiaeously122). 

CHAPTER IVs SOUTH AFRICAN LAW OF ENRICHMENT CORTIWED 

'!'here is a considerable nuaber of iaportant cases where rules of the S.A. law of 

enrichment cannot be dirctly related to a Geraan counterpart. I will deal with 

these cases in this chapter. 

1. Bnrichaent Liability where no Reciprocal Benefit for a Performance has 

been Obtained 

llhere one party to a contract transfers soaething to the other in pursuance of 

his proaise., but the other party fails to aalte full performance, the foraer is 

entitled, according to the circmistances, to reclaia all or a portion of what he 

has given1) by aeans of the condictio causa data causa non secuta2 >1 
if the failure is total, the plaintiff may reclaim all that he has given, if the 

failure is partial only, he aay recover a proportionate share of what he has 

transferred. 'ftlus where a lessee pays rent in advance for a certain period and 

he obtains no beneficial occupation at all, he may recover the whole amount paid 

by hia3 >, but where he receives beneficial occupation for a portion of the 

period, he may reclaim from the lessor only so much of the rent as is proportio

nate to the period when he had no beneficial occupation4 >. Similarly, a 

purch-•r of goods who pays the price in advance, may recover the payment if the 

9ooda tuq out to be ao defective as to entitle him to reject them, •because the 
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causa for which (the purchaser) handed over the aoney to (the vendor) was that 

(he) should receive, in return for that aoney, a certain class of 

(goods)•5 >. I~ all these cases the condictio causa data causa non secuta 

is, according to S.A. law, applicable, because payaent was aade for a causa 

futura which did not occur at all or which occurred only partially. So one can 

say in general that, according to S.A. law, in cases where one person has given 

something to another person without •just• causa, that is •without receiving any 

reciprocal benefit•, enrichaent liability exists6 >. Cases where a contract 

for work has been badly carried out, are treated in a like fashion. In Bau:aan v. 

•ortje7 > there was a contract for an addition to be aade to a house and the 

contract price was:£ 60. !he work was badly done, but the owner of the house 

aade wse of the addition and paid part of the contract price. !he builder sued 

hi• for the balance and he refused to pay. It was held that in such case the 

builder had no right to sue ex contractu, because his right to claia the sua 

agreed upon becaae enforceable only when he had aade full perforaance. As the 

owner had not rejected the benefit, however, and as he was clearly enriched at 

the ezpense of the builder, he was held liable on the basis of enrichaent. He 

had to pay the contract price less the aaount which it would cost to have the 

defects rectified. 'this case, despite having been subjected to severe criti

cisa8>, has been folloved in a long line of decisions9 >. I will dis-

cuss these cases in the next chapters differences between the Geraan ands.A. 

law of enrich.ant. 

2. Occupier10) 

In the S.A. law of enrichaent (bona/ma.la fide) occupiers are distinguished from 

(bona./aala fide) possessors. An occupier is a person holding or occupying the 

property of anothera not animo domini, but recognizing the title of the ovner, 

but also not holding precario, that is at the pleasure of the owner. Occupiers 

can be divided into three groups11 >: firstly, bona fide occupiers, i.e. 

people who believe that they occupy under title but in fact do not, secondly, 

aala fide occupiers, i.e. people who know that they have no title but act as if 

they have, thirdly, occupiers under title, such as lessees, pledgees, usufructu

aries, borrowers, buyers of property under a suspensive condition with respect 

to the passing of ovnerllhip. Among this group lessees are subdivided again: les-

~ /". 
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aees of rural teneaents are in a apecial position, because they are governed by 

the placaats,. i.e. the legislation of the States of Rolland12 >, which was 

received into S.A. law13 >. 'the bona fide possessor'• action for compensa-

tion and ius retentionis have been extended to bona fide occupiers14 >. 'l'hus 

a bona fide occupier who has expended his aoney or aaterial on the preservation 

or iaproveaent of another's property is in the saae position as a bona fide pos

sessor, aave that in the case of a bona fide occupier, unlike that of a bona 

fide possessor, an equitable deduction may be aade in respect of the occupier's 

use and possession of the land (•daJma cum lucro•)15 >. 'l'he reason for this 

distinction is given in Radeaeyer and others v. Radeaeyer and others16 >, 
•'fhe bona fide possessor who thinks he is owner, does not envisage that he could 

be called upon to pay for his occupation, he occupies as owner. 'the bona fide 

occupier generally envisages that he will be called upon to pay for his occupa

tion. '1'hia difference brings about a difference in the equities in these two 

cases, and it is this difference in the equities that aoved the Court of Appeal 

in Rubin's case to take into reckoning the value of the use and occupation when 

assessing the expenses the occupier was entitled to recover•. 

Whether or not a aala fide occupier who has expended his aoney or material on 

the preservation or iaproveaent of aoaeone else's property ia entitled to com

pensation, has not yet been decided. It is aubllitted, however, that in view of 

the extension of the bona fide poaaessor•a action to a bona fide occupier, the 

-la fide poasessor•s action 11111st by analogy be taken to have been extended to 

· a aala fide occupier 17 >. 

'1'he bona fide possessor'• action for ooapenaation and ius retentionis have been 

extended to occupiers under title (lawful occupiers) as we1118 >. In these 

cases again an equitable aaount -y be deducted in respect of the use and occu

pation of the land19 >. '1'houc,#l fi4uciaries and usufructuaries are in lawful 

occupation of property, they require aeparate treatment, because their respect

ive rights to coapensation for iapro~nts to the propery are governed by spe

cial rules. As far as compensation for improvements is concerned, a fiduciary is 

treated as a bona fide possessor20 >. Be is, however, not entitled to com

pensation for day to day repairs to the property, and the value of the fruits 

that he has had froa the property O&llllOt be set off against his claim for com

peuation21>. 

; 
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In Ger11a.n law, on the other hand, this aituation ia covered by the enrich•nt

by-transfer olaia (1812 par.1 aent.1 BGB)30 >. 

CHAPTER Vs DIFFER.ERCES BB'l'WEER s.A. ARD GERMAN LAW OF ENRICHMENT 

'there are a nuaber of difference• which, in ay opinion, are of ainor importance 

for the purpose of this theaia. Aaong these differences I would like to •ntion 

for exaaple the applicability of the oondictio cauaa data causa non secutas 

according to s.A. law, this condictio does not lie where the cOW1ter-perfor11a.nce 

cannot be 11a.de due to the fault of the giver, in Geraan law the aere fault of 

the transferor woald not be sufficients he IIWlt, rather, have acted against the 

principles of loyalty and good faith1 >. Furtheraore, S.A. law does not 

regard interest received on a sua of aoney aa fruits which have to be returned, 

in Geraan law the contrary view is advocated2 >. Ors the aala fide possessor 

has, according to the BGB, a claia only for necessary expenses, this was the 

opinion of Grotius3 ), too, but his opinion did not prevail, so that 

nowadays in S.A. law a -la fide poaaeaaor is entitled to useful expenses as 

well, which is, as ~otze, J. has atated4 >, to be regretted. 

I rather want to draw the attention to differences which, in ay opinion, refer 

to aore essential feature• of the law of enrich•nt. 

1. !be Relationship between the rei vindicatio and Bnrichaent Actions 

In the case of Akbar v. Pate15 >, plaintiff and defendant entered into a 

written contract inter- whereof the plaintiff indicated to sell to the defen

dant, who indicated to purohaae froa the plaintiff, a certain plot for a pur

chase price of R. 25,000. Punuant to this contract, the defendant was given 

occupation of the plot. Defendant had paid the plaintiff the aua of R.16,000. 

The contract was null and void and of no effect in law, by virtue of the fact 

that it did not OOIIPlY with~ proviaiona of the foraaliti .. in napect of con
tracts of Sale of Land &ct6 >. •laintiff had tendered payMAt of tbe said 

sum of R. 16,000, and had ••nded that defendant vacate_the plot, bat defendant 
?': 
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had rejected the tender and had refused to accede to this demand. 'lbese were the 

plaintiff's particulars of claia and the defendant contended that they were de

fectiw and bad in law for want of any aver•nt that the defendant was unwilling 

or unable to carry out his part of the inchoate agreeaent. (A plaintiff has to 

show that the defendant is unwilling or unable to impleaent the tera of an in

choate agreeaent, if his claia is based on unjustified enrichaent, this is not 

necessary where his reaedy is his ius vindicandi)7 >. In this case Trengove, 

J.A., came to the conluaion that, where the ownership of a thing had not yet 

been transferred, the transferor was •entitled to avail hi•elf of the rei vin

dicatio•8>. But this stateaent does not suffice to answer the question 

whether an enrich•nt action is still applicable where the ownership has not 

been transferred. 

De Voe deals aore clearly with this problem and he undoubtedly answers _this 

question in the negatives •in die geval waar dit die eienaar van die aaak is vat 

die besit oorhandig het, Jean aens natuurlik nie die aksie vaaraee hy die besit 

terugvorder as 'n condictio indebiti of enige verryldngsaksie besteapel nie. In 

die eerste plek bet al die condictiones sine causa eiendo•oordrag as vereiste 

gestel, behalwe in die geval waar 'n condictio indebiti gegee is aan ieaand wat 

die besit '9ail 'n saak vaarvan he nie die eienaar was nie, oorhandig bet (die so

genaaade oondictio possesaionis) en die uitsonderlike gevalle onder die condic

tio sine causa apecialis, vat nie hier ~ toepassing is nie. In die tveeede 

plelt kan da~r Jcvalik sprake van '98rryldng wees waar die eiser aog sy eiendo•reg 

en sy reg oa die besit van sy aaak te he, behou het. Sy altsie aoet klaarblyklik 

'n rei vindicatio wees, en nie •n verryldngsaksie nie•9 >. 'lberefore in the 

case Akbar v. Patel.the defendant'• exception was disllissed because the plain

tiff had based (as he had tol) his claia on his ius vindicandi. 

'!bis case reveals two features of the S.A. law of enrichaent which are unk.nOlffl 

to German law. First of all, there is no doubt that in Geraan law the rei vindi

catio and an enrichment action are applicable ai11Ultaneoualy and interchangeab

ly10>. Soaetiaes it will be easier for the plaintiff to give evidence to 

fulfil the requirements of the rei vindicatio, sometimes it will be to his ad

vantage to rely on an enrichaent action, because in this case the defendant is 

obliged to return not only the transferred thing itself (u is the case where 

the plaintiff relies on tlis iua vindicandi), but fruits and accessions as well. 
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That the defendant is enriched even though the ownership of the thing was not 

transferred tQ hi• is beyond doubt in Geraan laws it i• true that the plaintiff 

remains owner and he has a right to posaession of the thing, however, the trans

ferred possession itself causes an (unjustified) ahift in the assets of plain

tiff and defendant, which entitles the plaintiff to rely on an enrichaent 

action. In ay opinions.A. law neglects and underesti•te• the (eoonoaic) value 

and the actual importance of the legal concept •possession•, a feature which we 

will find again when we deal with the question of the recovery of a •fac-

tum• 11 >. Secondly, the principle which had been developed in Carlis v. Mc 

Cusker12 ), naaely that a plaintiff who based his action on unjustified en

richment aust aver that the defendant ia.unwilling or unable to carry out his 

part of an inchoate agreeaent could not exist in Geraan law. •'Jhe reason for 

this requireaent is self en.dent•, as Trengove, J.A. atated13 >s •As long 

as the defendant is ready and able to give effect to auoh an agreement, there 

cannot be any question of unjust enrichment on his part at the expense or to the 

detriment of the plaintiff•. 

This principle diainishes the iaportance of foraality requireaents. 'lhese foraa

lity requirements have been developed above all to protect the layaan from 
. 

thoughUess and inconsiderate actions. If a contract does not coaply with such 

necessary requirements but one party to the contract ae'Vltrtheleas can force the 

other party to stick to this contract by awrring that he is willing and able to 

carry out his part of the undertaking, thia protection woald be underained. 'lhe 

case of CD Developaent 5 co. (Pty) Ltd. •• •onck14) elaborated all these 

doubts and it was held •that there was no aerit in the rule• dewloped in carlis 

v. Mc Cusker. Among other critioi•-, Baker, J. refers to the relatiODBhip bet

ween the rei vi.ndicatio and an enrichaent action. Be aayaa •An e'Ven greater ine

quity is the fact, that the seller who had parted with possession but not owner

ship of the property ••• can at any tiae reclai• possession by a vi.ndicatory 

action, provided he returns the payments received( ••• ) but the buyer, even 

though willing and able to complete the payments contracted for, cannot coapel 

transfer, for willingness and ability to pay has no legal effect in preventing 

the seller-owner from evicting him from the property•15 >. As Professor 

Kahn, to whom Baker refers as well 16 ), pats i ta •'ftle rule in Carlis •• Mc 

CUsker is suspect. It peraits the one party to play 4aoka and drakes with the 

other. Be who has not performed aay elect to stand by tbe ft>id contract••• •. 

; 
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As far as formality requirements are concerned, it was held that a contract 

which failed .to comply with these requirements •was entirely void, and further

aore it was void on the ground of public policy•17 >. In this case it was 

clearly shown that it is not for the Court to give effect indirectly to con

tracts which Parliaaent had decided should be devoid of effect. With reference 

to basic principles of the law of enrichment, the rule developed in C&rlis v. Mc 

Cusker contradicts the fundamental purpose of the law of enrichment, namely the 

aere redhibition of actual shifts in one's assets. Whereas we know that in cal

culating the damage arising froa a breach of contract or a tortious act, hypo

thetical or future events are taken into account, (for example the possibility 

that one party could reaell the object profitably to a third person if the deb

tor had duly performed inter• of the contract), this is not possible in calcu

lating the enrichment of the debtor of an enrichment actions here only the 

actual assets (that which has been transferred aine causa, or the value of an 

unauthorized use) turn the scale. 'thus, the fact that the defendant is willing 

and able to carry out his part of the undertaking (in the future!) 1111st not be 

taken into account in detendning the enrichment of the plaintiff. 

In this context I have to mention again that S.A. law does not consistently fol

low the principle of the special nature of a rei vindicatios there are cases 

where by means of the rei vindicatio even the value of a thing can be recover

ed18> and the condictio sine causa is applicable where a vindication is •de 

facto•19> i11possible. However, as far as the •de facto• iapossibility is 

concerned, I doubt whether this is an accurate means of distinguishing between 

the application of a rei vindicatio and an enrichaent action: is it de facto ia

possible to vindicate the property if the owner cou.ld trace the third person to 

whoa the object had been sold? BOif auch effort does the owner have to undertake 

to find this person? Is it de facto impossible to vindicate the property, for 

example sacks of corn, if these sacks have been aixed with other sacks of corn 

of the same kind in the warehouse of the third party? 

2. The Requirement of a Mistake of Fact 

In Miller and Others v. Bellville Municipality20 > the plaintiffs had decid-

ed to develop land owned by them by building on it, and for this it was necessa-
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ry to obtain the approval of the defendant JIWlicipality. In tar• of clause 

8A(i) of the.defendant's town planning scheme, the plaintiffs had to surrender, 

free of charge, a certain portion of the land for street purposes, which they 

did. Subsequently the Appellate Division, in another action, decided that this 

clause was ultra vires. Plaintiffs sought to recover the land which they had 

donated and transferred to the defendant. It was considered that both parties to 

the transfer of land were in co-on error as to the powers and duties conferred 

by law upon the defendant under the Township Ordinance, 33 of 1934 (Ch that the 

plaintiffs transferred the land to defendant because the latter intiaated to 

plaintiffs that it would only pass the plans for the building on the lot if 

plaintiffs did so, and plaintiffs (and defendant) thought that the defendant was 

entitled to iapose such a condition precedent to its consent21 ) • It was 

held that the plaintiffs' claim was based on a condictio indebiti, that the 

transfer was the result of an error of law and that relief could not be obtained 

froa the results of an act undertaken in aistake of law. Purtheraore, it was 

held that the error was inexcusable and consequently that the action of the 

plaintiffs had to fail. 

According to Geraan law, the decision would have been in favour of the plain

tiffs. Briefly the decision would have taken the following stepst Suppose the 

transfer of land had been a contract of private law, then both parties to this 

contract would have laboured under a mutual subjective error as to the powers of 

the defendant. !'he plaintiffs would not have entered the said contract had they 

knOlfll that the defendant was not entitled to iapose such a clause. Because this 

was obvious to the _defendant, it would be a violation of the principle of loyal

ty and good faith (1242 BGB) if the plaintiffs were obliged to stand by the 

ter• of the contract. In Geraan law these facts are coverd by the olausula re

bus sic stantibus (Fehlen der Geschaftsgrundlage, lack of basis of the trans

action)22>, with the consequence that first of all the contract should be 

adjusted to the new circumstances or, if this is not possible (which is the case 

here), the contract should be cancelled23 >. However, and this is iaportant 

to keep in aind, thus far the law of enrichment is not involved at all. !hese 

considerations are based exclusively on the law of contract. Not before it has 

been decided that a contract is void or cancelled can we refer to the enrich

aent-by-transfer claim (8812 par.1 sent.1 BGB), because only then can we say 

that a thing has been transferred •sine causa•. Only after having concluded that 
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the contract had been cancelled because its basis had been frustrated would the 

plaintiffs be entitled to recover the transferred land on the basis of 1812 

par.1 sent.1 BGB. Whether or not the plaintiffs acted under an error of law is 

i1111Ateria124 >. 

Another exaaple of this kind is the case Delponte's Estate v. Barnes and An

other25>. Here the executors under the will of one D brought an action to 

set aside a certain bequest aade by the testator on the ground that the benefi

ciary was a aarried woman with whom the tea ta tor had committed adultery. '.l'he 

plaintiffs also claiaed the repayaent of certain inatalaents of aoney which had 

been paid to the beneficiary in terms of the will. '!he woman achd tted her adul

tery with the testator, but claiaed that such adultery did not render the be

quest to her invalid. It was held that the bequest to the woman was null and 

void by reason of her adultery with the testator. '!he action to recover the 

aoney paid would have been the condictio indebiti, but it was considered that 

the requireaents of this condictio were not fulfilled, because the inatalaents 

were aade to the woman in ignorance of the law, as a aatter of fact, the execu

tors had continued the payments for some tiae after they had acquired knowledge 

of the law that a woman living in adultery with a Jian could not take bequests 

under his w11126 >. According to Geraan law, again, this case would have 

been decided in favour of the plaintiffs, if the requireaents of a so-called 

•m.stress-testaaent• (•Geliebtentestaaent•) had been fulfilled, naaely that the 

bequest had been prollised in order to proaote or reward the adulterous relation

ship27), then this bequest would have been i-oral and ,POid (see 1138 

par.1 BGB)28 ). Consequently, aoney paid due to this bequest would have been 

paid sine causa and could have been recovered by aeana of the enrichaant-by

tranafer claia (1812 par.1 sent.1 BGB). Whether or not the aoney had been 

paid erroneously (either by a mistake of fact or one of law), is i1111aterial 

under Geraan law. 

3. Enrichaent Liability where no •Reciprocal Benefit• has been received 

Here I have to come back to cases which I have already mentioned before29 ). 

Wessels states30 > that "if a lease of a house is executed and it turns out 

that the house was burnt dCMn before the lease was executed, there is a total 

failure of consideration. If rent had been paid in advance, the lessee could re-

tli 
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cover the aoney paid by the condictio sine causa ••• •. In this respect in German 

law one has to distinguish between three different situations: firstly, if the 

house was burnt down before the contract had been concluded, this contract would 

be void because it was aimed at an iapossible performance (1306 BGB: initial 

objective iapossibility)1 consequently rent paid in advance could be recovered 

by aeans of the enrich•nt-by-tranafer claim (1812 par.1 sent.1 8GB), be-

oause no legal basis existed for the perforaance. Secondly, if the debtor is in 

a position where it is iapoasible for hi• to perform the contract but another 

person could do so (for exaaple in the oase where A sells a car to Band before 

the contract is concluded this car is stolen froa A), there is no place for en

richment liability, if B had paid the price in advance, he could sue A either 

for performance (if the impossibility is only temporary) or for damages due to 

non-performance (if the iapossibility is permanent). 'l.'his situation is known as 

•initial subjective illpossibility•, here, in fact, a contract does come into ex

istence, becauae the debtor is suppoad to guarantee the performance of his part 

of the contract31 >s this is the reaaon why the payment of the contract 

price has not been aade •aine causa• and enrichaent liability does not exist. 

1.'birdly, if a contract had been concluded and only aubeequently was the house 

burnt down or the oar stolen32 ), this contract is valid vi thout any ques

tion. How in this case 1323 par.3 BGB states that if a counter-performance 

has already been aade, then it aay be deaanded back under the provisions relat

ing to the return of an unjustified enrich•nt. However, this cross-reference to 

the l.aw of enrich•nt does not aean that the clai• is an enrichaent claim, refe

rence is only aade to the consequences of the law of enrich•nt, naaely to the 

extent of the restitution, and not to the requireaents33 >. 'l.'his claim re-

ll&ina a (secondary) contractual claia. "lhus, as far as the stateaent of Wessels 

is concerned, I doubt whether one oan accept his view in this generality. It is 

reaarkable that Wessels refers to a plSsage of Voet34 >, where Voet deals 

with •the contract of purchase•, and clearly distinguishes between the case 

where a thing sold has wholly been destroyed before the contract is concluded, 

with the consequence that there is no effect on either side and the case where 

it has been partially destroyed with the consequence that the contract holds 

good. 

1fhere the less .. reoeiftd beneficial occupation for a portion of the period, he 

aay reclaia froa the lessor by aeana of the condictio sine causa only so much of 
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the rent paid in advance aa ia proportionate to the period when he had no bene

ficial occupation35 >. '1'hua in the caae Holtshausen v. Minnaar36 >, M., 

the lessee, hired froa H., the lessor, certain premises at a aonthly rental, 

payable in advance. M paid the first aonth's rent in advance, and ten days after 

he had obtained occupation, the premises were destroyed by fire through no fault 

or negligence on the part of M. M was entitled to claim the balance of the rent 

paid in advance for the period of 20 days, during which he had been deprived of 

occupation by the destruction of the premises. In Hughes v. Levy37 > ales-

see who had paid rent in advance and had, owing to var, been depriwd of the be

neficial occupation of the leased premises for portion of the period in respect 

of which rent was apid, was granted a right to reclaim the rent paid for such 

portion. In both cases it was held, with reference to Voet38 ), that the 

correct legal reaedy was the condictio sine causa. In German law the result 

would have been the aaae, but the reasoning would have been different. According 

to 1542 BGB, the lessee was entitled to terminate the contract without 

notice as soon as he had been deprived of occupation by the destruction of the 

premises. Rent paid in advance for a period after the tend.nation could be re

covered on the basis of 1557 a, par.1 BGB, which refers to the provisions 

dealing with unjustified enrichaent. Here, again39 >, we find a cross-refe

rence only to the consequences of the law of enrichaent, the claim itself is a 

contractual claia40 >. 

In the oaae.Schultz v. Morton & Co. 41 > aaise was purchased for export free 

on rail at the aeller•s station to be deliwred at Durban, subject to the sus

pensive condition that the aaize had to be approved by the Gove:rmaent grader 

there. '!'he buyers, Morton Ii Co., had paid purchase price in advance. After por

tion of the aaise had been delivered and passed by the grader, the balance was 

railed but was rejected by the grader while still in the possession of the rail

way authorities. !he rejected u.ize was never returned to Schultz, the seller, 

but there was no evidence that the buyers or their agents had ever had the cus

tody of this aaize. It was held that there was no completed sale until the 

approval of the grader had been obtained, that the periculum rei venditae lay 

with the seller and that the railway authorities were the agents of the seller. 

fll.erefore the buyers could recover the aoney paid with the condictio sine 

causa42 > and the aeller could not under the circumstances resist the claim 

on the ground that the rejected aaize had not been returned to him. 
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'l'hough the court considered the contract aa having lapaed43 > because the 

auspensive con~tion was not fulfilled, it did not take the logical step to con

aider this lapse of contract in teras of the sine-cauaa-requireaent of the en

richaent action 44 ). Instead Wessels J. argued, •... Directly we come to the 

conclusion that the aealies were rightly rejected, I do not see what defence the 

defendant can advance against the claia of the plaintiffs. 'l'hey asked for a re

fund of the aoney paid to the vendors aine cauaa, because the cauaa for which 

they handed over the aoney to Schultz was that they should receive, in return 

for that aoney, a certain class of aealiea. 'l'he aealies were not handed to them, 

therefore the vendors held the aoney, and a condictio sine causa would lie 

against thea for that aoney. 'Blat is the case here ••• •45 ). 

'Ibis reasoning with due respect, aeeas to be a aisinterpretation of the require

aent •sine cauaa •. 'fhe •causa • of an act of perfonaance is not its compliance 

with the special qualitites stipulated in the contract46 >, but the existen-

ce of the contract itself. 

In the case Miller v. Larter47 > the plaintiff (a plllllber) and the defendant 

entered into a contract for the installation of a geyser. 'fhe plaintiff sued the 

defendant fort 3,10 s, being the balance outstanding on the contract price. 'l'he 

defendant adllitted that there was still a balance oft 31 10 snot paid on the 

contract price, but pleaded that this aaount was not due since the work done was 

not efficien-t}f or worlalanl.ike. It was shown that the defendant had been in pos-

· session of the geyser for nine aonths and had had aoae use froa it. On appeal it 

was held that the judllent should be one in favour of plaintiff fort 2, this be

ing the aaount claiaed leas the coat of reaedying the installation, or, in other 

words, the extent to which defendant had been enriched at plaintiff's expense, 

notwithstanding that plaintiff had not pleaded enriohaent. 'l'he Court arrived at 

this conclusion by aeans of the following considerations: first of all it was 

argued that the plaintiff was not entitled to succeed under the contract, be

cause he had not perforaed his part of this contract and, as pointed out by De 

Villiers, C.J., in Bauaan v. Hortje48 >, •the general principle applicable 

to all bilateral contracts undoubtedly is that the one party cannot, in the ab

sence of any special agreeaent, call upon the other party to perfora his con

tract Yi thout hi•elf having perforaed or being ready to perform his part of the 

contract• (exceptio non adiapleti contractua)49 >. tfhat was considered to be 
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the position of the plaintiffs his part of the contract had not been duly per

foraed and thus he was not entitled to succeed under the contract50 >. '!'hen 

Lansdovn, J.P., reasoned that the defendant had been enriched at the expense of 

the plaintiff by the value of the job which he put at f 5,10 •• less the f 2 in

atalaent paid and less the aaount necf!ssary to effectively complete the job. 

Consequently he granted judgaent for the plaintiff in the aaount of f 251 ). 

Under Ger.an law, again, the law of enrichment would not have been involved in 

this case. According to the BGB, this contract would be classified as a contract 

for work (1631 BGB). Because this contract had been fulfilled badly by the 

plaintiff, the defendant is entitled to claia subsequent iaprowaent (removal of 

the defect, •)lachbesserung•a 1633 BGB), and until that has been done, the 

defendant is entitled to raise the plea of unperforaed contract (1320 par.1 

BGB). !his would lead to a judgaent to pay the balance of the contract price 

against subsequent iaproveaent (1322 par.1 BGBa court order for contempora

neous performance, Verurteilung zur Leistung Zug ua Zug )52 >. A Geraan judge 

would therefore not by referring to the law of enrichaent, ignore the valid con

tract. 

!.!lere is one recent decision ins.A. law which seeu to ae to shov the correct 

way in which these cases should be handled. In the very complex case of BK Tool

ing (Bdas) Bpk v. Scope Precision Engineering (Bdas) Bpk53 >, a creditor in 

a reciprocal contract was prevented froa fully perforaing by the failure of the 

:~ ,, 

other party· to gi '98 his 1aeoessary co-operation. '111e oredi tor, despite his own 11 

incoaplete perforaance, was entitled to claia payaent by the other party, but 

subject to a deduction by the costs which he saved due to the fact that he did 

not have to perfora fully hi•elf. It was reasoned that in cases of this kind 

the eaployer nor.ally has the right to withhold his own perforaance until the 

contractor has counter-perforaed in full. Boweftr, on the grounds of considera

tions of fairness, a contractor should soaetiaes, despite the principle of reci

procity, still be peraitted to claim coapensation for an incoaplete perfor

aance54). To deteraine when the employer is no longer entitled to his rigb t 

to withholding payaent, Jansen, J .A., delineates three different points of view 

advocated by S.A. courtss • 
1. According to Lord De Villiers, c.J.55 > such an exception can be recog-

nized if (a) the eaployer has applied the incoaplete performance to his benefit, 

\ 
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i.e. has utilized it, and (b) the contractor, at the tiae when the action is in

atituted, believes in good faith that he has duly perforaed. 2. '1'he point of 

view of Innea, J.A.56 >, An exception should be aade only where the eaployer 

has applied the incomplete performance to his own benefit, i.e. has utilized it. 

Here no subjective requireaent on the part of the contractor is laid dovn, al

though Innes, J.A. said that there is a presuaption that the contractor's fraud 

will operate against hia. As regards coats, the position is stated as follows: 

•'.ftle practical effect would be that an owner who utilized the work as done would 

be placing hi•elf in the position of having to tender a reasonable aaount when 

sued, with the risk of being cast in costs if the tender proved insuffi

cient•57>. 3. According to Naasdorp, J. 58 > the exception aust be re-

cognized "where the parties have arrived at auch a pass that the ter• of the 

contract cannot any longer be strictly carried out or enforced59 >. 'l'he 

court will have to ascertain in such caae whether the eaployer has acted in such • 

a aanner that it is no longer open to hi• to insist upon the contractor continu

ing the wor1t60 >. As regards coats, Maaadorp, J. atated that •this question 

of the actual enrich.ant of the owner is a aatter of auch difficulty that jus

tice is generally done between the parties by reference to the contract price 

and the portion of the work that has been left incoaplete. '1'his is not done on 

the underatanding that the contract is still enforced•61 >. 

In deciding on the question as to which of the three aforeaentioned points of 

view is correct, Jansen, J.A. refers to baaic principles which are of the great-

. eat importance for the further deftlopaent of the law of enrich•nt in South 

Africa. •As u1 tgangapunt aoet die gevalle waar die opdraggever geldiglik op 

«JrOnd ,ran die aanne•r •• wanprestasie teruggetree het en die gevalle waar geen 

eodanige terug trede geskied het nie, onderaltei word. Verrykingsaanapreeklikheid 

akyn aeer gepas _te wees by die eersgenoeade as by laasgenoeade, terwyl kontrak

tuele aanpreeklikheid, wat strek tot nakoaing van die verbintenia, by laasge

noeade tuishoort•62 >. 

!be point of view of Maasdorp, J., belongs to rescission while those of Lord De 

Villiers and Innes, J., are applicable to cases where there has been no rescis

sion. lleferring to these two latter points of Yiew, Jansen, J.A., observes that 

•dit aoa wenalik wees Oil in die toekoans in hierdie verba.nd eenvoudig van 'n 

(Jtontraktuele) eia OIi 'n verainderde kontrakprya_te praat, en benaaings soos 
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quantum aeruit en die taal van verrykingsaanapreeklikheit te venny•63 >. 
!his decision (guided to a large extent by the view of De Vos)64 >), has for 

the first tiae given an exact distinction between contractual liability and en

richaent liability. 

4. Bo Enrichaent Liability for the Use and Occupation of an Object 

In Van Der Berg v. Shaw, R.o.65 >, in respect of a verbal and therefore void 

agreeaent for the sale of land by respondent to appellant .for f 450, the appel

lant was credited with£ 83 and had to pay the balance in aonthly instalaenta of 

£ 6. Appellant took possession of the land and defaulted on payaenta as froa 1st 

July, 1931. In February 1932, the respondent gave the appellant notice to quit 

as froa 1st April. Bevertheless, the appellant re-ined in occupation until Sep

tember 1932. '!'he respondent aued the appellant for eviction and payaent in res

pect of use and occupation, (or alternatively in respect of a aonthly tenancy). 

'!'he appellant counterclaiaed for repayaent of the aaount paid in respect of the 

purchase price, less an aaount for use and occupation from April to Septeaber, 

1932. !he claia for eviction was granted, but subject to the repayaent of the 

aaount paid in respect of the purchase price, less an aaount for use and occupa

tion after the notice to quit. Coapensation for use and occupation before the 

notice to quit was not granted. 

In Wepener v. Schraader66 > the plaintiff aued the defendant for eviction 

fro• certain premises and for rent for the use and occupation thereof froa 1896 

till the date of eviction. '!'he defendant had been placed in possession of the 

preaises during the course of certain negotiations between the parties regarding 

the sale of the preaises in 1896. It was held that the agreement did not coaply 

with the formalities required by aec.17 of Lav. Bo. 20 of 1895. It was held fur

thermore, that the circU11Stances of the case were such as to rebut any iaplied 

contract to pay rent for use and occupation, and that the plaintiff therefore 

could not claim rent except as from the date on which he gave defendant notice 

to vacate the premises. 

In both cases (Barry, J., in Van der Berg's case largely applied the view of 

Innes, C .J. , in Wepener '·• case), the courts were of the opinion that, unless 
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there was no notice to quit, payment for use and occupation of land could only 

be claimed on a contractual basis, even if it is on the basis of an iaplied con

tract. '1'be possibility of enrichaent liability in this respect was not aentioned 

at all. 

According to German law, in both cases the plaintiff would not only have been 

entitled to recover the possession of the premises (subject, of course, to re

payaent to the defendant of the aonies received from the latter), but he would 

have been entitled to claia coapensation for use and occupation of the land as 

well. In this regard the result is uncontested in Ge~n law, there are only 

differing opinions as far as the way to this result is concerned. '!'be courts 

apply 1988 BGB not only in the way where the possessor has obtained the pos

session of a thing gratuitously, but also in the case where possession has been 

obtained without legal basis67 >. '!'bis analogy is justified by the following 

reasons, if the obligational agreeaent C •verpflichtungsgeschift•) ~ the per

foraance of the transaction, i.e. the transfer of ownership (•verfugungage

schift•) are void, (so that an owner-possessor-relationship existed), then the 

possessor could keep the profits (1993 par.1 BGB at the end>, if, on the 

other hand, only the obligational agreeaent is TOid, (and therefore no owner

possessor-relationship existed), the possessor would be liable (11812 

par.1, 818 par.1 BGB). '1'bus, where there was such a graw defect that the •ver

pfllchtungsgeachift• as well as the •verfugungsgeschift• were ~id, the transfe

ror (who has reaained owner!) would be worse off than in the case where the 

agreeaent was leas defective, so that only the •verpfllohtungagescbift• was 

'90id. To avoid this paradoxical result 1988 is applied by analogy. Gerllan 

writers reject this analogy68 >. 'J.'hey argue that the owner in these cases is 

entiUed to avail hi•elf of an enriohaent-by-transfer claia (1812 par.1 

sent. 1 BGB), and consequently deny in these cases the exclusivity of II 

987 ff BGB. Above all, however, one should bear in aind that the result, naaely 

that the possessor has to pay for use and occupation, is uncontested. 

'l'bis specific feature of S.A. law that enrichment liability does not exist for 

the use and occupation of an object, is not limited to cases concerning i .. ov

ables. In Dugas v. Kempster Sedgwick (Pty) Ltd. 69 ) the applicant sought an 

order against the respondent for payment of£ 586,10 s, being the aaoant he bad 

paid to the respondent in respect of a second-hand aotor car which lie had pur-
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ported to purchase from the respondent in terms of a hire-purchase agreeaents 

this agreeaent, he had now ascertained, was of no force and effect inasmuch as 

the agreement had not stipulated for payment of at least one-third of the pur

chase price on the conclusion of the contract, as required by section 7 of the 

Hire-Purchase Act, 36 of 1942, as aaended. He tendered return of the aotor car 

to respondent. The respondent opposed the order on the ground .that applicant had 

enjoyed the use of the car for a stated period and that the car must have depre

ciated considerably. It was reasoned that where there is an intention to sell, 

when occupation is given to the purchaser, it is on the supposition that the 

purchaser will buy the property, and that that negatives or rebuts a right to 

claia for use and occupation except possibly a te11p<>re aorae. 'lberefore it was 

held that there was no principle in law which allowed the owner to claim froa 

the purchaser the value of the use of the car70 >. Furthermore, with refe-

rence to enrichment liability, the reasoning culaina.tes in the atateaent that 

•enrichaent of the purchase as a result of the bona. fide use of the article in 

which he has been placed in possession pursuant to an invalid agreement of sale, 

is not unjust enrichment within the law. It is not something that can be coapar

ed with the possession of a bona fide possessor, because the purchaser has been 

given possession in terms of an agreement and his whole possession depended on 

that agreement. One cannot say that applicant has been enriched aerely because 

he has had the use of the vehicle. It aight be that he is worse off than he 

would have been, had he not had such use, because of the expenses incurred in 

running the.aaae. ••• It must be borne in aind that respondent has aeanvhile had 

the use and enjoyaent of applicant's aoney. ••• it cannot be said that the en

richment on either aide is unjust. 'lbe car and the purchase price must be taken 

to have been of equal value when the bargain was entered into. Both have depre

ciated in value, the car by use and the aoney - apart from any question of de

preciation of currency - by an inability of applicant to put it to use to earn 

interest or profit, because it was in respondent's possession•71 >. 

For a German lawyer this reasoning would aake strange reading. Pi:rat of all, he 

would not see the logic of the argument that the mere supposition that the pur

chaser will buy the property negatives or rebuts a right to claia for use and 

occupation even if the purchase contract is void 72 >. In German law the so

lution, namely that the seller is entitled to claim coapensation for use and oc

cupation, is taken for granted73 >. Furtheraore, the view that a peraon who 
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has had the use of a vehicle, has not been enriched cannot, in ay opinion, be 

reconciled with the realities of daily life. In addition one should not aix the 

actual question of enrichment with the problem of the assessment of daana cum 

lucro and thus deny any enrichaent a lilli.ne. '1'he actual enrichaent of Dugas was 

the advantage arising from the use of the car. '!his enrichment can be calculated 

by referring to the aaount which Dugas would have to pay to hire a sillilar car. 

On the other hand he aay claia his expenses incurred by aeans of an action for 

(necessary) improvements. 

Pinally, the argument that •if there is any enrichment of applicant at respon

dent's expense, there is also an enrichment of respondent at applicant's expen

se•, (because the respondent had aeanwhile had the use and enjoyaent of appli

cant's aoney), does not eeea to be convincing: Henochsberg, J., reasons that, 

corresponding to the depreciation of the car by its use, is the inability of 

applicant to put the aoney to use to earn interest or profit. But this does not 

seem to be correct, what does correspond to the depreciation of the car by its 

use is the depreciation of the aoney as currency. '!he value of the use of the 

car itself corresponds to the value of putting the aoney to use (to earn inter

est or profit). '1'hus, according to the BGB, the applicant has to pay compensa

tion for the use of the car, which would be calculated by referring to the costs 

for the rent of a coaparable car, and the respondent had to restore interest, if 

he had received any74 >. 

5. llo Bnrichaent Liability of a bona fide Purchaser who has resold the Object 

In Van der Westhuizen v. Mc Donald and Munde175 > the military authorities 

had taken possession, durinq the war, of tobacco belonging tow. '!'hey sold it to 

D, who was in the belief that they could pass good title. D resold the tobacco 

and was subsequently sued by w for its value. It was held that D, having pur

chased in good faith from the military authorities, was not liable. 

Referring to Voet76 >, the leading reasons in this case were as follows: 

• ••• on account of their bona fides they (sc.: the bona fide purchasers) cannot 

be taken to be liable ex delicto, nor upon contract or quasi-contract, or in na

tu~al equity, seeing that in no way have they been enriched at another's expen-

·J 
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ae•77 >. With reference to atolen articles the reasoning continues: •'!'he 

stolen article left his ( the bona fide purchaser'•) hands in the same condition, 

preswaably, as it caae into them. There has been no transaction or relationship 

between h!•elf and the true owner of any kind whatever. Any damage caused to 

the owner has been due to the thief, not to the interaediary, and the gain which 

the latter aa.kes has been the result of his own negotiations, and has not injur

ed either the property or the owner. Moreover, it is difficult to follow the 

reasoning by which a bona fide purchaser is liable to account for the profits of 

a resale if the thing has been destroyed, but is not liable to account for the 

aaae profits if the stolen property be recovered, no aa.tter in how deteriorated 

or daaa.ged a condition•78 >. 

According to German law, the plaintiff would have succeeded: if D has not ac

quired ownership of the tobacco by purchasing from the military authorities, 

then he is liable on the basis of 1816 par.1 BGB - he has resold the tobac-

co, though he was not entitled to do so, because he was not the owner of the to

bacco, and this alienation would be effective as against the plaintiff, because 

he lost his ownership (at least after having ratified the disposition)79 >, 
according to 1816 par.1 BGB, Dis liable to return what he obtained by alie

nating the tobacco. lfhether D had bona fide or aa.la fide bought the tobacco froa 

the ailitary authorities, is i1111aterial. However, that does not aean that in the 

end the loss rests upon Di he is entitled to recourse against the ailitary 

authorities~ because they failed to transfer ownership as they were obliged to 

under the contract of sale (see 11434, 440 BGB). 

If D had acquired ownership of the tobacco, he could not be sued on the basis of 

I 816 :a;s, because he was not an unauthorized person in the sense required 

by this section. In this situation w could sue only the llilitary authorities by 

aeans of a condictio based on interference (§812 par.1 sent.1 BGB): if the 

confiscation by the llilitary authorities was illegal, w would succeed. 

Thus under German law in both situations all (unjust) shifts in assets are re

transferred: the owner is compensated for the loss of his property and the pur

chaser Dis entitled to recoup his loss from the military authorities - a well

balanced result. 
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Returning to the reasoning in Van der westhuizen's case I doubt whether one can 

say that a bona fide purchaser who resells the object has •in no way been en

riched at another's expense•80 > 1 he takes advantage of a thing which does 

not belong to him and in respect of which (with reference to the •zuweisungsge

halt• of ownership)81 ) only the true owner is entitled to draw the profits 

and enjoy the benefits. 'lberefore I would rather say that the bona fide purchas

er has indeed been enriched at the owner's expense, although, admittedly, he is 

not to blaae. But this is a different matter which involves the law of tort and 

not the law of enrichment. As far as enrichaent liability is concerned, the bona 

fide purchaser is protected by the defence of cessation of enrichment (1818 

par.3 BGB). Only in that respact is it material, in German law, whether the de

fendant purchased the object bona or mala fide, because in the latter case he 

cannot rely on the defence of cessation of enrichment (11819 par.1, 818 

par.4 BGB) 82 >. 

'the second arguaent in Van der Westhuizen's case was that it would be unreason

able if a bona fide purchaser were to be liable to accoant for the profits of a 

resale if the thing has been destroyed (this is the case if the condictio sine 

causa specialis were applicable to a bona fide purchaser/reseller), but were not 

liable to account for the aaae profits if the stolen property could be recover

ed, no matter in how deteriorated or damaged a condition they were (because in 

this case the owner's reaedy is only his rei vindicatio). 'Ibis argument would no 

longer be e~fective if enrich•nt actions were applicable where the ownership of 

a thing has not been transferred. In ay opinion this, again, shows the necessity 

of an interchangeable application of the rei vindicatio and clai• of unjusti

fied enrich•nt. '.lhe owner of a thing is entiUed to decide how to proceed with 

this object, thus it is only logical to allow hi• to choose between the recovery 

of the (damaged) thing itself or (having waived his ownership) the recovery of 

what the unauthorized person has obtained by alienating the object83 >. 

6. '!be Distinction between Possessor and Occupier 

As ve have seen, possessor and occupier have been placed •on the same foot

ing•84>. However, as Innes, J., atated in Rubin v. Botha85 >, •the dis

tinction between the legal poaition of a possessor (whether bona or mala fide), 
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and that of an occupier in whom the anillUs domini was wanting, was a distinction 

the consequences of which were important in aore than one branch of the civil 

law. And it is one which in ay judgaent should be maintained in determining the 

rights of a person, who has with his own aaterials improved the land of an

other•. Thia distinction is not at all a aerely academic question, but has im

portant practical consequencess in contrast to a bona fide possessor, the claim 

of a bona fide occupier aay be subject to an equitable deduction in respect of 

the occupier's use and occupation of land. Consequently the question arises whe

ther it is necessary and, with regard to doctrinal principles, proper to distin

guish between the possessor and the occupier. 

In Rubin v. Botha86 >, the plaintiff and the defendant entered into an 

agreeaent of lease under which the plaintiff was to have the use and occupation 

of the defendant's farm for ten years without payment of rent, and was to erect 

a building thereon, which, at the expiration of that period, was to becoae the 

property of the defendant. After the plaintiff had erected the building and had 

been in the occupation of the premises for three years, the defendant gave him 

notice to quit on the ground that the agreeaent was null and void as it had not 

been notarially executed as required by the Transvaal law. The plaintiff was 

held to be a bona fide occupier and it was held that he was entitled to be paid 

for the iaproveaents he had effected to the extent that the value of the defen

dant's fara had been increased, leas the value of the plaintiff's use and occu

pation for ~ree years. '1'hia reduction was baaed on the foll011ring reasona1 a 

bona fide possessor believes that the land is his own, and the extent to which 

the land has been enhanced in value by the iaproveaent is, therefore, the appro

priate standard in this situation. But the saae •cannot be said of an occupier 

lacking civilis possessio, since the latter envisages only a limited interest in 

the land·, it is enjoyment of this interest that is withheld from the occu

pier87>. In other words, as it was stated in Radeaeyer and others v. Rade-

aeyer and others88 >: the bona fide possessor who thinks he is owner does 

not envisage that he could be called upon to pay for his occupation; the bona 

fide occupier, however, generally envisages that he will be called upon to pay 

for his occupation. 'Jhis difference brings about a difference in the equities in 

these two cases and is reason enough to deduct from the bona fide occupier's 

action for compensation an equitable amount in respect of his use and occupation 

of the land. Under Geraan law the relationship between plaintiff and defendant 
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in cases like Rubin v. Botha is classified as an owner-possessor-relationship 

without disti!lguishing whether the plaintiff purchased the fara (and the pur

chase contract was void), or whether he leased the far• (and the lease was 

void). The only important point under German law is that, in fact, the contract 

was void and therefore no legal cause for the shifts in assets existed. '!'he 

transferee is entitled to claia coapensation for his improvement on the basis of 

11994 ff BGB but has to pay compensation for his use and occupation of 

the land, (no 1111tter whether he was •possessor• or •occupier•)s 1988 

BGB89) • 

I do not think that the distinction between possessor and occupier can be recon

ciled with the basic principles of unjustified enrichaent. By referring to the 

nature of the void or cancelled contract, the extent of the enrichment is deter

ained on the basis of questions located in the law of contract. 'l'he objective 

aarket value of premises does not depend on the intention or expectation of the 

transferee, namely on whether he believed hi•elf to be the owner or (only) the 

lessee of these premises. Enrichment liability is aimed at the redhibition of 

shifts in assets90 >, these assets have to be calculated by reference to ob

jective criteria! In this respect the distinction between possessor and occupier 

is unneccessary and confusing because both possessor and occupier are entitled 

to claim for compensation for their iaproveaents. AB far as the deduction for 

use and occupation is concerned, this distinction is dangerous and leads to an 

incorrect result. 'ftle putatift lessee is enriched because he could use and occu

py premises, and so too is the putative owner, because he used and occupied the 

land though he had no legal right to do so. I have to emphasize that in these 

cases s.A. courts and writers do not deny that the putative owner is enriched, 

bat it is supposed that this enrichaent is justified on the grounds of a void 

and non-excisting contract or even on the grounds of the (wrong) expectations of 

a person. It does, however, not seem to be appropriate to interpret the require

ment •sine causa• of an enrichment action in this manner • 

'!be inadequacy of the distinction between possessor and occupier is even more 

apparent in cases like Fletcher and Fletcher v. Bulawayo Waterworks91 >. In 

this case the defendant coapany leased from ones a piece of ground for a tera 

of three years, renewable for two successive similar periods. 'l'he lease entitled 

the lessee to sink well.a, lay pipes and erect buildings and -chinery upon the 
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property. '.ftlereafter the defendant company sunk a well within what it believed 

to be the boundary of the land leased and erected a plant by aeans of which it 

puaped water lor tha use of the town of B for a period of soae aonths. In fact 

the well and portion of the plant fell just beyond the boundary of the leased 

property and whithin the limits of plaintiff's adjoining land. ihe plaintiff 

having instituted an action for ejectaent and damages, and for an account of all 

water taken from the well and payment of profits, the defendant company claiaed 

to be entitled to retain possession of the land until having been compensated 

for iaproveaents. It was held (as far as is relevant for this research) that the 

defendant company was entitled to be compensated for the improveaenta to the ex

tent to which the value of plaintiff's land had been enhanced thereby and to re

tain possession of the land until such compensation had been paid. '.ftle underly

ing reasons where that •clearly the company was not in law a possesor of the 

ground upon which it trespassed, it did not hold the land or effect the iaprove

aent pro domino, but as a aere occupier, entitled to do what it did but laying 

no claim to the ownership of the soi1•92 >. 

I do not intend to enter into further discussion of the final judgaent given in 

this case, (which would be the saae under German law>, I would rather like to 

direct the attention again to the classification of the defendant as possessor 

or occupier. Bow can the position of the plaintiff in cases like this one be 

affected by the opinion or espectation of the defendant, which is baaed on a 

contract between the defendant and a third ( I ) party? Why ahould the plaintiff 

in cases like this one bear the disadvantages (naaely not being compensated for 

the use and occupation of the land by the defendant, which would be the case if 

the latter had been a putative purchaser) arising out of a contract in which he 

was not involved at all and which he could not influence? '!'he relationship which 

is relevant for the judgaent is that between the plaintiff anbd the defendant 

and not between the defendant and a third party. I think this case clearly shows 

the unacceptability of the distinction between possessor and occupier. As far as 

enrichaent liability is concerned, one should refer only to the fact that there 

was no legal connection between the defendant and the plaintiff which would have 

entitled the former to aink a well and erect a plant on the plaintiff's land. 

South African law, to ay aind, takes a very generous attitude (as far as compen

sation for iaproveaents -de by a possessor are concerned) in treating bona fide 

and -la fide possessors alike93 >, here, s.A. law refers only to the objec-
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tive enrichment, the intention of the possessor being considered to be of no im

portance94>, though here it would, indeed, not seem. to be unreasonable to 

argue that because of his bad faith the mala fide possessor should be treated 

differently from the bona fide possessor95 >. However, as far as the dis

tinction between possessor and occupier is concerned, S.A. law disregards the 

objective criterion of enrich•nt96 > and refers to subjective requirements, 

even though in this situation a distinction seems to be incompatible with basic 

principles of the law of enrichment. 

7. Lawful Occupiers 

As has already been aentioned before97 >, this category of occupiers includ-

es e.g. lessees, pledgees, usufructuaries, fiduciaries and borrowers. Being 

(probably) the most important and interesting types of lawful occupiers, I would 

like to enter in a aore detailed discussion of the position of usufructuaries/ 

fiduciaries and lessees. 

a. Usufructuaries and Fiduciaries 

The differential treataent of usufructuaries and fiduciaries98 ) in aodern 

S.A. law is based mainly on the case Brunsdon's Estate v. Brunsdon's Estate and 

Others99 >. ·In this case testators provided that the whole of the property 

bequeathed under their will ahould reaain in the undiaturbed possession of the 

survivor until his -or her death, but without paver to sell or mortgage any part 

of the said property. '11le testator, after the death of the testatrix, had expen

ded certain sums of aoney in effecting iaproveaents to the property. It was held 

that the survivor was usufructuary and not a fiduciary, furthermore, that a fi

duciary is entitled to claim compensation for those expenses and improvements 

for which a bona fide possessor would have a right to claim; and that a usufruc

tuary is, in .the absence of special circumstances, not entitled to claim for im

provements. In my opinion, this decisions is based on a misinterpretation of the 

case Rubin v. Botha100 >. With reference to this case the principle argument 

of Kotze, J. is as follows: "Regarding, •••, the queation as one of principle, 

it seems to me that the usufructuary, like the leaaee who has built on the land, 
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or aade other permanent improvements, without the consent of the owner, is not a 

possessor, a.nd as he knows that he is dealing with the property of another, he 

must be taken to have intended the consequences of this voluntary act. If, 

therefore, he has placed or done anything of a permanent character on the pro

perty subject to the ususfruct, the rule solo aut doaino cedit will apply. ••• 

The maxim. of unjustified enrichment is not of universal application. If it were, 

the right to recover for peraanent improvements would likewise have to be accor

ded a lessee, who has aade them. without the consent of the owner. But not being 

a possessor and knowing that he holds or occupies the land of another, the law 

does not allow him. such i11proveaents. The same principle should apply and does 

apply to the usufructuary, who is in the same position as regards the proprietor 

or owner•101 >. However, nova.days it is recognized that Rubin v. Botha was 

in fact an extension of enrichment liability and that it was one of the first 

steps to place possessors and occupiers on the same footing102 >. Conse

quently an occupier is today in the same position as a possessor103 > (sub

ject to what has been said under V 6 above) and has a right to claim compensa

tion for permanent iaprovements. Therefore I doubt whether one can uphold the 

opinion any longer that a usufructuary is not entitled to clai• for i11prove

aents. 

Under German law a usufructuary is entitled to claim. compensation for iaprove

aents on the basis of negotiorua gestios either on the ground of 11683, 

670 BGB if .the negotiorua gestio was legitiute, or on the ground of II 

684 sent.1, 818 BGB if it was not in accordance with the interest and the actual 

~ presumptive wishes of the principal. Furthermore, the usufructuary has a ius 

retentionis (l273rpar.2 BGB) or he can use a right of reaova1104>. 

b. Lessees 

If a lessee has incurred outlays in respect of the leased object and there had 

been no express or implied agreement between the parties as far as the question 

of reimbursements for these outlays is concerned, then, according to s.A. law, 

the lessee is entitled to relcaim these outlays on the basis of unjustified en

richment. Thus the complex relationship between lessor a.nd lessee is split up 

into one part which is covered by the contract and another part where contrac

tual stipulations are lacking and therefore enrichaent liability exists. 
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German law does not follow this path of splitting up the complex legal relation

ship between.lessor and lessee: even if the (valid) lease does not provide rules 

for the compensation of expenses, the entire relationship of lessor and lessee 

is covered by the contract. According to 1547 par.1 BGB the lessor is oblig-

ed to compensate the lessee for any necessary outlays incurrred upon the thing. 

!his is a contractual claim. Compensation for any other outlay (i.e. for every

thing not falling under necessary outlays) aay be claimed by the lessee accord

ing to the provisions relating to negotiorum gestio (11677 ff, 547 par.2 

8GB). The BGH has explicitly stated105 >, that enrichment liability is only 

of subsidiary application. A similar regulation for the situation of a borrower 

is provided in 1601 BGB. Of course, these legal rules take effect only if 

the parties have not stipulated othe:nrise in their contract. 

CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSION 

In this chapter I will try to answer the questions aet out in the introduction, 

naaely whether a basic structural sbrl.larity between the German and s.A. law of 

enrichment exists and whether German law recognizes a general enrichment action. 

1. Basic Structural Differences 

Although there is similarity in aany parts of German and S.A. law of enrichaent, 

particularly where the coaplex three-party relationships are concerned 1 ) , 

there nevertheless exist considerable structural differences in other parts. 

a. Casuistic and subsidiary nature of S.A. enrichment law as a consequence of 

its equity-orientation 

S.A. law of enrichment is entirely based on equity. Statements like •the equit

able rule of Dutch law" 2 >, or "a doctrine which is founded entirely on 

equity•3> can be found in most cases which deal with the law of enrichaent. 

'l'bis equity-orientation has l~d to decisions of the Courts, in which rules have 
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been established, which cannot be reconciled with the basic principles of the 

Roaan-Dutch law of condictiones, but which are firmly established and will be 

followed4 >. As a consequence thereof s.A. law of enrichment is based very 

auch on casuistry. For example: the condictio indebiti lies when property has 

been transferred by llistake. This llistake must be one of fact and not of law. 
I 

But where transfer takes place inter• of a contract of sale which is void for 

failure to comply with formal requirements, recovery is allowed without an in

quiry as to whether the plaintiff was aware of the invalidity or not, or whether 

his ais:take was one of fact or one of law5 >. In this case, however, perfor

aance or tender of performance by the other party excludes the condictio6 >. 
A plaintiff aust therefore allege in his pleadings that the defendant was umril

ling or unable to perform his side of the void contract. However, where a hire

purchase contract is void on foraal grounds, the buyer's condictio indebiti is 

not excluded by the seller's preparedness to make full perforaance, it is exclu

ded only when both parties have made full performance7 >. 

:rurtheraore, the scope of application of an enrichaent action is not comprehens

ives ins.A. law enrichaent liability basically does not exist where the plain

tiff is still the owner of the transferred thing, the rei Tindicatio excludes 

the applicability of the law of unjustified enrichment8 >. Moreover an en

richaent action does not lie for the recovery of a •factua•9 >. 'l'tda subsi-

diary nature and restricted scope of application gives the impression that this 

branch of law is of llinor quality and not an auton011ous part of the law as it is 

in Geraan law10 >. 

In this regard I would like to mention again the decision of the German Reichs

gerich t 11 ) , in which it spoke of considerations of equity which are the ba-

sis of the adjustment of benefit and detriment which the law seeks to achieve by 

means of the claim for enrichment. This statement, without any doubt, applies to 

aodern S.A. law as well. But since the days of the Reichtsgericht German law of 

enrichment has experienced a substantial development and a considerable change. 

In modern German law, this statement of the Reichsgericht could no longer be 

accepted12 >. 
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b. Delictual influence 

A special consequence of this equity-law-basis is the delictual influence one 

often finds in the S.A. law of enrichment. 

As we have seen, the condictio indebiti is only applicable if transfer has been 

aade under a Iii.stake of fact. But this alone is not sufficient. "Where it is 

essential to the success of a plaintiff's claim, ••• , for him to establish a 

Iii.stake of fact, he 11Ust do aore than establish that he paid under a mistaken 

belief that the full amount was due. Be aust establish that the underlying cause 

for that aistaken belief was a justifiable Iii.stake of fact•13 >. In other 

cases this requireaent is described as •an excusable error•14 >. TerlllB like 

•justifiable• and •excusable• lack certainty and can be interpreted in differ

ent ways. Stateaents like •as the ignorance of the plaintiff was not so gross as 

to be inexcusable, the exception had to be dismissed•15 > can be found in a 

variety of cases. A typical exa11ple of the principle of fault ins.A. law of en

richment is that novadays the courts consider even ignorance of fact concerning 

one's own affairs as aaterial if the Iii.stake has been induced by the defen

dant16>. This principle was even further extended in Barclays Bank Inter

national Ltd. v. African Diaaond Exporters (Pty.) Ltd. 17 >, where it was 

9held that it was not a correct proposition to state that a solwns who had -.de 

a aistake through his ovn negligence could not recover his aoney by aeans of the 

condictio indebiti unlus he could ahow that the Iii.stake had been induced by the 

defendant, i.e. it did not follow that all ignorance of one's own affairs which 

bad not been induced by the defendant or a third party was automatically classed 
-

as being supina aut affectata•. Decisions like this one digress from well estab-

lished rules due to equitable considerations and thus give full licence to legal 

uncertainty. 

Another example of delictual influence in the S.A. law of enrichment is the rule 

that •a contractor who knowingly, wilfully and without the consent of his em

ployer departs from the terms of his contract• has no claim whatsoever18 >. 
In Jansen v. Roaenbaum19 ) the appellant, plaintiff in the court below, 

claiaed fro• respondent payment of the sum off 45, being the balance of a con

tract according to which the appellant should paint the inside of the bake house 

of the respondent and supply his own paint. The appellant did not complete his 
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work under the contract and it was assumed that the value of the work done was 

not less than £ 371 and that respondent had benefited to the extent of £ 37 to 

the detriaent·of appellant, inas111ch as the respondent had paid only£ 8 in res

pect of work adaittedly worth f. 45 to him. It appeared that there had been a 

dispute between the appellant and the respondent during the course of the work. 

'lhe respondent alleged that appellant had been dilatory in his work and appel

lant alleged that his work had been interfered with by respondent in that he had 

been required to work according to the exigencies of the bakery and had been not 

allowed to work on the preaises during periods when bread was being baked. But 

appellant hi•elf did not go to the length of saying that he had left the work 

because of unlawful interference aaounting to a breach of the contract by res

pondent, nor did he say that he thought he had a lawful reason for quitting the 

work. on this evidence it was considered that the appellant had abandoned the 

work without any just cause and therefore was •entitled to no equitable 

relief•20 >. 

Under German law the plaintiff could have claimed the sum of£ 45 on the basis 

of the still existing contract (1631 par.1 BGB). Against this contractual 

clai• the defendant could rely upon the reaedies provided in 11636 par.1 

sent.1, 634 par.1 BGB: according to these rules, the customer is allowed to 

clai• a reduction of the stipulated price if the entrepreneur did not perfora 

fully and ti•oualy after the ousto•r has stipulated a reasonable ti• liait 

for doing so. In addition the custoaer was entitled to the reaedies provided in 

·11636 par.1 'sent.2, 286 BGB (coapensation for default), if the plaintiff 

was to blaae for the delay. 'l'hat is the situation if the contract still existed. 

If the contract had-been rescinded for soae reason, the plaintiff could, of 

course, reclaia the actual enrichaent from the defendant, namely f. 37, by means 

of the enrichaent-by-transfer claia (1812 par.1 sent.1 BGB). To sum up, one 

can say that delictual influence is, generally speaking, alien to the German law 

of enrichaent, a fundamental principle in German law is that the law of 

·enrichaent is aiming at a aere redhibition of shifts in assets which have taken 

place without justification21 ). However, no rule exists without exception, 

in this regard I have to mention 1819 BGB and the distinction between bona 

fide and aala fide possessor in 11987 ff BGB. Besides last mentioned 

exceptions which exist in S.A. law as well, the s.A. law of enrichment's strong 

delictual influence is in sharp conflict to the lack of such influence in German 
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exceptions which exist ins.A. law as well, the S.A. law of enrichment's strong 

delictual influence is in sharp conflict to the lack of auch influence in German 

law. 

c. Intermixture of the law of contract and the law of enrichment 

It has been pointed out already22 > that the S.A. law neglects to draw a 

strict distinction between clai• based on a contract and claims based on en

richment. The iaportance of this distinction cannot be overestimated, it reaches 

right to the roots of the law of enrichaent, because it deals with the all im

portant question whether or not the enrichment was •without legal ground• (•sine 

causa• ). 

'J.'he disregard for that distinction (together with the underestiaation of the 

value of possession in S.A. law) haa also given rise to difficulties and con

fusion in cases where a person (•interaediary•) who had been in possession of an 

article belonging to another, has handed over the possession of that article to 

a third person with instructions to the third person to repair or aaintain the . 
article. 'l'he interaediary had in each caae acted in his OW1l naae, and had con-

tracted with and placed hi•elf under an obligation to the third person. The 

third peraon was allowed a ius retentionia (lien) against the owner until he had 

been compensated23 >. 'l'hese decision.a have been strongly criticized. So, for 

exaaple, De Vos atated24 >, •Fortunately for our law, however, aound first 

principles aeea to be gaining ground in this respect and the trend aeems to be 

definitely away frOII this unacceptabl~ line of reasoning•. 'l'o prove this atate

aent, De Vos refers to a nuaber of caaes25 >. In •Y opinion one has to elim

inate fro• this nuaber cases like Vada• (Pty) Ltd. v. Philip, Fraae v. Palmer 

and ~11 v. s.A. Flooring Industries J,td. 26 >, because in all these cases 

the third person had not acquired poaaession of the object, no lien was in ques

tion - in all these cases the problea was to determine the requirement •at the 

expense of another•27 >. There remain.a the case of Gillingham v. Harris and 

Morgan28 >, where, in contrast to the caaes aentioned above29 >, indeed 

no lien was granted because of lack of privity of contract between the owner of 

the object and the third person. Here the distiction between claims based on the 

ii1 law of contract and those based on Ule law of enrichaent sheds light on a very 

coaplex and confusing part of the law. 1.'llere exists in none of these cases a 
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privity of contract between the owner and the third persons nevertheless these 

cases are no~ all alike as we shall see shortly. The feature of a lack of privi

ty between owner and third person therefore cannot by the only element on which 

the solution to these cases .is based. In Land Barut v. Mans, Savory v. Baldochi, 

Pord v. Reed Brothers and Bew Club Garage v. Milborrov30), the intermediary 

was always allowed (or even obliged) to hand over possession, the legal rela

tionships of owner-interaediary and intermediary- third person were not defect

ive. Consequently, according to the BGB, no owner- possessor-relationship exists 

and 11994 ff BGB, including the reaedy of a ius retentionis (11000 

BGB), are not applicable in these cases31 >. 'l'he reaedies of the third per

son, as far as his expenses are concerned, cannot be based on unjustified en

rich•nt, because two valid contractual relationships exist and therefore the 

basic require.ant for every enrichaent action, naaely enrichaent •sine causa•, 

is not fulfilled. 'l'he remedies in these cases are of a contractual 

nature32 >. In contrast to these cases, in Colonial Cabinet Manufacturing v. 

Wild, Bolaes Garage v. Levin33 >·and Gillingham v. Harris and 

Morgan34), the interaediary coud tted a breach of contract (against the 

owner) by transferring the possession of the object to the third person. Accord

ing to the BGB, this affects the position of the third person as wells he has no 

right of possession against the owner, an owner-possessor-relationship exists 

and the third person is entitled to rely on his ius retentionis (11000 &;B) 

against the owner until coapensated for his expenses. Clearly this is an excep

tion to the principle that the retranafer of unjustified enrich•nt has to take 

place in each •teistungsebene• (level of perforaance) 35 >, however, this ex

ception is justified by the value which is attributed to the possession of an 

object in Geraan law. 'l'he s.A. law, in the contrary, does not accept this excep

tion, bat adheres strictly to the requireaent •at the expense of another•: in 

the absence of a contractual relationship between third party and ovner, a lien 

can be granted only if the owner has been unjustifiably enriched at the third 

party's expense36>. 

A striking example of a situation where German law avoided mixing of the law of 

contract and the law of unjustified enrichment, is the development of the rules 

of so-called •positive breach of contract• (positive Vertragsverlet-

zung)37>. The draftsmen of the BGB were .r the opinion that all types of 

illplliraent of performance (•teistungaatorung•) were covered by the regulations 
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ever, there are a number of c&Ees of breach of contract which cannot be placed 

under either of these regulations. One iaportant example in this respect is the 

case where an employee performs bad services, in this situation it would be un

just to award the employee his full contractual remuneration: yet if one were to 

do so, there would be no unjustified enrichaent in the legal sense, because the 

contract for services is, though badly perforaed, still valid. To cover cases 

like that, the rules of •positive breach of contract• have been developed, by 

which the creditor (in this exaaple the employer) is given a secondary contrac

tual claim for coapenaation38 >. 

Otherwise S.A. law, this case (as well as cases which under Geraan law are cov

ered by warranty claias)39 >, is covered by the law of enrichment. Where a 

contract of locatio conductio operis or operarua has not been duly perforaed or 

has remained incomplete after part of it has been carried out, s.A. law normally 

approaches the problea of adjusting the rights of the parties from the angle of 

unjust enrichaent. A considerable nuaber of cases have been decided along these 

lines, and the principles on which the presence of absence of unjust enrichment 

aay be decided, have becoae fairly well established40 >. 

'l'he credit for bringing aoae clarity of principle in this area of the s.A. law 

is due to De voa41 > and the decision• Tooling (Edu) Bpk v. Scope Preci

sion Engineering (Bdas) Bpk. 

2. A general enrichaent action in Geraan law? 

,«•· 

In addition to these structural differences, the German legal system does, in 

fact, no longer recognize a general enrichment action42 >. 

a. 'l'he general distinction between enrichaent arising from transfer and 

enrichment arising otherwise 

After the BGB caae into operation, it was atteapted to attribute all enrichment 

claims to one overriding general prillciple 43 >. '!be fundamental woru of 
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Wilburg44 ) and von Caemmerer45 ), hovever, led to the development of 

the predolli~nt view among courts and writers nowadays that basically one has to 

distinguish between enrich•nt by transfer and enrichment arising other

wise46>. Von Caemmerer, who has developed a systematic scheme of enrichment 

clai11S, emphasized that fora and lillits can be given to an enrich•nt claim only 

by aeans of such scheae, not be applying general criteria47 >. 

wacke48 >,too underlines the contrast between the general rule in 1812 

par.1 sent.1 BGB and the systeaatization of the different condictiones in aodern 

practice. He says that it is not possible to give an unanimous answer to the 

question when an enrichment is unjustified. Enrichment arising from transfer is 

part of what he calls ·Recht der Rechtsguterbewegung• (law relating to - volun

tary - shifts of assets between two aellbers of the legal coamni ty), whereas en

richment arising otherwise is part of •Recht des Rechtsguterschutzes• (i.e. law 

relating to the protection of such assets). 'thus a basic structural difference 

between these types of enrichment exists49 >. 

As a consequence of this, the Geraan law of enrichment has developed from a gen

eral enrichment principle to a highly sophisticated and 11Ulti-facetted system of 

special condictiones50 >. In this system the old condictiones (condictio in

debiti, condictio causa data cauaa non aecuta, condictio ob causaa finitaa, ••• ) 

have become aerged within the new fraaework of enrichment-clai•, such as the 

enrichaent-by-transfer claia, the condictio based on interference, or the con

dictio for tile reiaburaeaent of outlay. 'thus the distinction between the old 

condictiones is no longer relevant. 

b. Subsidiary nature of the condictio baaed on interference 

As we have seen before, in cases where aore than two persona are involved, the 

re-allocation has to take place within the various •Leistungaebenen• (levels of 

performance). As a consequence of this, a claim based on enrichment arising 

otherwise is subsidiary to an enrichment-by-transfer-claim51 >. If the BGB 

recognized a general enrichment action, then either the essential distinction 

between these two types of enrich.ant would be obsolete or, at least, these two 

types of clai111S could be applied interchangeably. But that, as we haft seen, is 

not the situation52 >. Purtheraore, in this connection I have to refer once 

aore53 > to the relationship between 11987 ff BGB and 11812 
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ff BGB. It may be recalled that 11987 ff BGB are considered to constitu

te an exclusive regulation which displaces 11812 ff BGB. However, 

11987 ff BGB themselves deal vi th very iaportant cases of .mjustified 

enrichment. These unjustified enrichMnt claims falling under 11987 BGB, 

due to special elements, would not be adequately dealt with by the general rule 

of 1812 BGB1 thus, they required special treataenta allowing for a deviation 

from certain basic principles54 >. 

Another example of the non-existence of a general enrich.ant action in Genia.n 

law is a distinction which is sillilar to the one drawn in s.A. law between pos

sessor and occupierz German law distinguishes between the proprietary possessor 

(a person who possesses a thing as belonging to bias 1872 BGB) and the per-

son who possesses on behalf of so•body else (possessor as bailee). However, 

whereas s.A. law links up with this distinction a consequence relating to sub

stantive law, namely to deny the owner a clai• for coapensation for use and 

occupation against the possessor, German law attaches to this distinction only a 

technical consequence55 ) 1 where the ba.ilaent is terainated, reati tution is 

gowrned by the provisions relating to the contract on which the ba.il•nt was 

ba.sed1 these special contractual rules displace 11987 ff BGs56 >. 
'ftlis shows clearly that liability concerning "unjust• enrichaent ia not only 

treated by 11812 ff BGB or 11987 ff BGB, but by apecial contrac-

tual rules as well. In this context it is interesting to •ntion an expert 

opinion .for. the revision of Genia.n enrich.ant law57 >. 'l'hia expert opinion 

offers a refora proposal which in a 'ftry detailed aanner distinguishes between 

the enrichment-by-transfer clai•, the concitio baaed on interference and the 

condictio for the reiaburseaent of outlay. Besides a special rule for third-par

ty-relationships, it provides a general clause as well. '!'his clause, however, is 

only of a subsidiary nature, and its purpose ia to allow the courts sufficient 

flexibility to develop new special condictiones58 >. 

c. Nortje v. Pool 

Finally, the absence of a general enrichment action in Geraan law can be deaon

strated by applying the German law of unjustified enrichaent to the facts of 

Nortje v. Poo159 >, i.e. the very case which bas given rise to the deJ121nd, 

bys.A. lawyers, to introduce a general enrich•nt action. !he facts of this 

case were, shortly, that A and B had entered into an agreeaent la tera of which 
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case were, shortly, that A and B had entered into an agreement in ter• of which 

A would have the right to prospect for kaolin on the land of B against payment 

of a small annual sum. Should kaolin be discovered in sizable quantitites, A was 

to have the right to exploit the deposits, against payment of a larger annual 

amount to B. A spent a considerable amount of 11.oney and, in the end, did discov

er sizable deposits of kaolin. Subsequently, it was discovered, however, that 

the agreement was defective because certain formal requirements had not been 

11.et. After B had died, A alleged that B's estate had been unjustifiably enriched 

at the expense of A by the discovery of the kaolin because the aarket value of 

his land had increased. A thus claimed compensation for his expenditure, rather 

than the actual enrichment as being the lesser of these two aaounts. Exception 

was taken to the declaration as disclosing no cause of action. !he aajority. 

judgment, delivered by Botha, J.A., with which Williamson and Wessels, J.J.A., 

concurred, upheld the exception. It was held that the action of a bona fide pos

sessor to claim compensation for iaprove•nts, which had been extended to occu

piers, lay only for visible or tangible improvements, such as a building or a 

well. If A were to have an action because he had enriched B by disclosing quali

ties in the land of B which had always existed, but which had hitherto been un

known, it would have been a general enrichment action. B011ever, it was held that 

S.A. law had not yet reached the stage where a general enrichaent action could 

be recognized. 

Minority j-q.dgaents were deliverd by Ogilvie "l'hoason, J.A., and Rumpf£, J.A •• 

Ogilvie '1'hompson, J.A., decided that it was unnecessary to deterlline whether 

s.A. law in fact recognized a general enrichment action, as he felt that those 

cases in which occupiers had been given an action in the past, were clearly wide 

enough to cover a case like the present one. !he exact way in which the enrich

ment came about, whether it was by way of an accretion to the land or by way of 

increasing the market value of the land by discovering hitherto unknown quali

ties, was of no relevance. He thus rejected the exception. 

Rumpf£, J. A., also found it unncessary to determine whether II.Odems.A. law 

recognizes a general enrichment action. In his view the condictio indebiti of 

modern law is wide enough to cover cases like the present one. 

These judgments have been criticized by De Vos. Be argued that the action in 
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Rortje's case could not be a condictio indebiti because the plaintiff had not 

aade a perfo:Qlllnce which he llistaJtenly thought he owed: he acted in the exercise 

of a right which be aistaJtenly thought he had. Any other condictio is excluded 

because he did not hand over anything either into possession or into ownership. 

Under German law the judgwient would have been in favour of the plaintiff. How

ever, this is not a question of a general enrichment action: the general rule of 

1812 BGB is not involved at all. According to 1996 BGB a possessor is 

entitled to claia reillburseaent of other than necessary expenditures, if these 

e:xpenses·had been incurred bona fide and if the value of the object is still en

hanced at the tiae when the owner repossesses his object. 'l'his claia is liaited 

either to the extent to which the value of the object is still enhanced, or to 

the expenses incurred, whichever is the lesser60 >. Thus under Geraan law A 

could claia reillburseaent for his expenditure from B. If, incidentally, the 

facts of the case Rortje en 'n ander v. Pool would have been slightly different, 

naaely that kaolin had not only been discovered but had already been ezploited, 

the solution is surprisingly to be found in a very different part of the BGBa 

1102 BGB states that •a person who is obliged to hand over fruits -y deaand 

coapensation for the expense incurred in the production of the fruits, insofar 

as these were incurred by regular business aethods and do not exceed the value 

of the fruits•. Fruits in this sense coaprise especially aineral resources of 

land61 ) • 'l'he plaintiff was obliged to hand over the fruits (11100 

and 988 BGB, which is applied analogously in this situation)62 ), because an 

Olfller-possessor-relationship existed between him and the defendant. 'l'hus the 

plaintiff is entitl_ed to claim coapensation of his expenses on the basis of 

1102 BGB. 'l'b.is claia is coaprehenaive, it covers all outlays incurred in the 

production of natural resources63 > as well as own services64 >. 'l'b.is 

case shows again that under German law the scope of enrichaent liability is con

sidered to be as comprehensive as possible, but that well-balanced results can

not be achieved on the basis of a single general rule, but that special provi

sions for enrichment liability have to be established. 

d. Recent Developments 

fllough the overvhelaing majority of German lawyers accepts the distinction bet

ween an enrichaent-by-transfer claim and a condictio based on interfe

rence65>, the advocates of the overarching general enrichment action have 
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rence65 >, the advocates of the overarching general enrichment action have 

never disappeared. In aodern German law Wilhelm66 > and.Kellllann67 > are . 
the aain protagonists. According to Wilhelm an increase in assets which the deb-

tor has obtained out of the property of the creditor, has to be returned if the 

increase of the debtor's assets is not justified by a legal transaction or a 

legal norm(• ••• die Veraogensmehrung, die der Schuldner aus dea Veraogen des 

Gliubigers hat, d.h. die nach den Rechten oder Rechtspositionen des Gliubigers 

in dessen Veraogen gehort, ist herauszugeben, wenn das Baben des Schuldners 

nicht durch ein Rechtsgeschaft oder unmi ttelbar durch eine llora des objecti ven 

Rechts gerechtfertigt ist•)68 >. Kell.Blann aerges both types of condictiones 

(the enrichment-by-transfer claia and the condictio based on interference) into 

a claim based on enrichment without a legally relevant intention of the person 

at whose expense the enrichment takes place (-Wegen Bereicherung ohne rechtser

hebllchen Willen desjenigen, auf dessen Kosten sie geht• )69 >. However, 

these theories are not likely to gain any practical iaportance. 'Bley are gener

ally regarded as of little value, because the terms in which the general enrich

ment action is couched, are very vague and hide aore than they eluci-

date 71). 

3. Desirability and Adequacy of a General Enrichment Action 

a. Possible. disadvantages of a general enrichment action 

After having shown the extensions of enrichment liability in aodern S.A. law, De 

Vos refers to aisce1.laneous cases in which the recognition of a general enrich

aent principle appears as we1172 >. 

In Knoll v. S.A~ Flooring Industries Ltd. 73 > the defendant contracted with 

her husband to complete the building of a house. '!he defendant's husband, there

upon, contracted with the plaintiff company to put in certain floors, but failed 

to pay the company. 'l'he company discovered that the defendant was the owner of 

the house and sued the defendant, claiming, among other things, that the expen

ses incurred were necessary and/or useful, that the property of the defendant 

had been enhanced in value and that the defendant had been unjustly enriched at 

the expense of the plaintiff. It appeared that defendant had aade provision of 
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the full cost of the building by a loan from a building society and that this 

had been exh~usted by her husband in building the house. The leading reasoning 

in this case was that because the defendant had aade provision for the full cost 

of the building (including the flooring) and this provision was exhausted, she 

was not enriched, •if she paid, ahe would be paying for flooring done (by the 

plaintiffs) twice over• 74 >. !'his reasoning does not concentrate on the 

essential points the crucial problea, to -..y aind is not that the defendant had 

been enriched, it is rather the question at whose expense this enrichment had 

been. ~noll's case is precisely covered by an exaaple given by de vos75 >. 
Be states that the reason that the subcontractor cannot sue the owner, •is not, 

as has been suggested on occasion by those who instinctively felt that such an 

action could not be allowed but failed to appreciate the true reason for the 

necessity to refuse it, that because (the owner) baa incurred a debt towards the 

((aain-)contractor) in respect of the building of the house he is not enriched, 

since it is poBBible that the value of the house aight exceed the contract price 

and to that extent there!!.. enrichaent (but not enrichment sine causa). Neither 

is the reason that (the owner) was entitled by virtue of a contract to have his 

h011Se built by the ( (aain-)contractor) for the agreed aaount, because one person 

cannot invoke a right he has against a specific person to justify his enrichment 

at the expense of another•. '1'o allow the sub-contractor an action against the 

owner would be a breach of the rule of paritas cred.itorua, the rule that one 

unsecured creditor aay not be accorded rights preferential to other unsecured 

creditors 76 >. 

In ~rueger v. Bavrati177 > the plaintiff sued the defendant for recovery of 

the aaount by which the defendant had been enriched at plaintiff's expense 

through the wrongful and unlawful appropriation of plaintiff's property. It was 

held that the plaintiff was entitled to include in his claim the benefit which 

the defendant uy or oould have derived froa the use of such property. This 

again is a striking exa11ple of the penetration of the s.A. law of enrichment by 

different, alien influences, expecially delictual ones. If an enrichment claim 

covers even the benefit which the defendant aay or could have derived, then one 

of the aain requirements of every enrichment action, namely enrichment itself, 

is no longer present. !'vo of the aoat iaportant principles of enrichment law are 

that the enrichaent actioa 1• a aere redhibition of shifts in assets, which have 

taken place withoat justification, and that every enrichment action is limited 
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to the actual enrichaent of the debtor. 'J.'hese basic principles are the reason 

why the debtor can plead that his enrichaent has fallen away, that the debtor 

why the debtor can plead that his enrichaent has fallen away, that the debtor 

has to retransfer even a profit he obtained by alienating an object of a third 

person or that he is not liable for a loss occasioned by alienating the object. 

'J.'he continued existence of all these consequences would be doubtful if one 

accepted the opinion expressed in Itrueger v. Ravratil. An action with which one 

clailllB the benefit which a person aay or could have derived from the use of 

one's own property, can only be entertained in the law of delict. If one 

accepted this view that the aere possibility or chance to obtain benefits is a 

aui table object for an enrichment action, then one would, as far as German law 

is concerned, contradict the predollinant view (especially in constitutional law) 

that the assets of a person do not include his mere interest in probable 

profita78 >. 

With reference to Pretoriua v. Van zy179 >, De Vos himself states80 > 
that in this case a condictio cauaa data causa non secuta would have been compe

tent. 'J.'he Court, hOlfever, never canvassed this aatter, but thought that the 

plaintiff had to succeed under a general acti~n. All these cases show that by 

referring to a general enrichment action, sound principles and well established 

requirements of enrichaent law llight be neglected and thus llisjudged, because 

one i• inclined to rely too flippantly on the Ollllibus-clause of a general en

richaent ac.tion. '!hi• threat has clearlt been faced in Phillips v. Hughes, 

Hughes v. MaphU11Ulo81 ). Here it weas held that the •condictio indebiti, 

•••, was designed for equitable relief. But that does not mean that the Court 

has a general discretion to uphold it, whenever it is invoked, on what aay be 

thought to be equitable grounds. 'J.'he reaedy is circu•cribed by rules of law•. 

b. Requirements and lilli ta of a general enrich.ent action 

De Voe proposes certain requirements for a general enrichment liability82 >. 
':·. '!hese are: (1) the defendant must be enriched (2) the enrichment must be at the 

expense of the plaintiff (3) the enrichment must be unjustified (•sine 

causa•)83 > (4) the case mist not fall under one of the classical enrichmen~ 

actions (5) there 1111St be no rule of law which, in spite of the requirements (1) 

(4) above being satisfied, prevents the person impoverished from recovering. 
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'1'hus a general enrichment action would find i ta liai. ta in • 1egal policy, public 

interest, considerations of aorality or any other relevant considera

tions•84>. T~ underline this reasoning, De Voe puts the rhetorical ques

tion85> a "Why cannot a person who had aade perforaance in teru of an i•

aoral agreeaent and whose perforaance is itself held to have been turpis, re

claia what he had given? Why cannot a thief, who has iaproved the property he 

has stolen, claia the value of the iaproftaenta froa the vindicating 

ovner86 >1 Why are the rights of coapensation of a lessee so much aore li•

ited than the rights of a bona fide possessor or even a aala fide posses

aor87>, why are the rights of coapensation of the uaufructuary so auch aore 

liaited than those of a fiduciary88 >, and why is a person who aade a solu-

tio indebiti per errorea iuria in general denied a condictio indebiti?•89 > 

Does public policy ailitate against enrichment liability in all these cases? Do 

different considerations of public policy exist under Geraan law? In ay opinion 

the liaitation proposed by De Vos is inadequate because it is too indefinite. 

One could go on questioning, why should the creditor be entitled to institute an 

enrichment action if the debtor had used the creditor's object in a way only he 

(the debtor) could use the object and consequently only he could obtain enrich

aent fro• it? Does not public policy aili tate against the solution found in 

Goavs v. Jester Pools (Pty) Lt:d. 90 >1 In this case A entered into a contract 

with B for the construction of a IIViaaing bath on eat A believed to be B's pro

perty. In fact C was the owner and not B. B had left the country and A's con

tractual claia against B was ueless. Here it was laeld that enrichaent liability 

did not exist, because c, if enriched, had not been enriched at the expense of 

A. 'l'his case induced Sdloltens91 > to trenchant criticiaa, in his opinion, 

the •enrichaent-at-the-expenae-of• -requireaent does not lay dOlfll •soae funda

aental principle 1fhich by any innate necessity should apply to any systea of 

1av•92 >. 'l'o be sure, a further development of the s.A. law of enrichaent is 

necessary to close such gaps as exist concerning compensation for use and occu

pation of an object or coapenaation for intangible iaprovements. But I doubt 

whether it is advisable to close these gaps by aeans of a general enrichaent 

action. 

1n a recent ana.lyaia of the practicability of a general enrichment action, Mar

tinek coaea to the oonclusion that the disintegration of any general action for 

the recovery of 'Cllljustified enriohaent into differeat types of clai• is unavoi-
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dable93 >. A consequence of this feature of a general enrichaent action then 

is that the differences between a legal system based on special condictiones do 

not seem to be too vasts in the former, the special condictiones appear disguis

ed as requireaents of the general action, whether one refers to these eleaents 

as separate clai• or as requirements of a general action seems to be of lesser 

iaportance94 >. 

It is necessary to extend the scope of application of s.A. law of enrichaent. 

Many gaps can be closed by extending the old condictiones. 'l'his could be achiev

ed e.g. by leaving behind the error-requirement of the condictio indebiti and 

the bona-fide-requirement of the condictio sine causa specialis, by abolishing 

the general requireaent of transfer of ownership and the reaains of the view 

that condictiones cannot be applied for the recovery of a factum, and for com

pensation of intangible iaproveaents, finally by refraining from distinguishing 

between possessor and occupier. 

Above all, the scope of application of the condictio sine causa specialis has to 

be extended to cover cases where under Ge:nian law the conditio based on inter

ference is applicable. At present the condictio sine causa specialis lies 

against a defendant who has, bona fide, disposed of or consumed the property of 

another if (a) he obtained possession of the property through a negotiua between 

hi•elf and the owner, or (b} he obtained possession othenrise than through such 

negotiua and the property consisted of a aua of llOlleY which was received ex cau

aa lucrativa95 >. To the bona fide-requireaent referen9e has already been 

aade96 >. In addition one should repeal the requireaents (a} and (b) so that 
-

the condictio sine oausa apecialis woald lie against a defendant who has used or 

consuaed97 > the property of another. 'lhis condictio would cover cases like 

~rueger v. Bavrati198 >. Here the defendant's representative had wrongfully 

and unlawfully appropriated property of the plaintiff, used it to the benefit of 

the defendant and had thus enriched the defendant at the expense of the plain

tiff. It was held that the condictio furtiva was not applicable and that •the 

liability in such cases rests upon unjust enrichment at the expense of the 

owner•99 >. Significantly the court did not aention a special condictio, be

cause none of the old condictiones properly fits this situation. Purtheraore, 

this extension of the oondictio sine causa specialis would lead to a separate 

actio for coapenaation for uae and occupation of the property of another. At 
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present, this can only come into consideration by way of deduction fro• the 

clai• for improvements of the occupier. But what if a long-tena-occupier does 

not bring an action of his improvement•, because they were of little importance? 

In ay opinion it is neither necessary nor advisable to close these gaps by in-

troducing a general enrichaent action. 

~:, 
'\;j ( 
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